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Was Forced Down

OPEN HOUSE
The Division of Professional
and Service, in co-operation with
a nation-wide program, plans to
hold “Open House” during the
week of May 20, to allow the pub
lic Inspection of the different
types of Professional and Service
Projects now operating ln Maine.
You are cordially invited to
attend an exhibit of the National
Archives Project at Room 1.
Federal Building, Rockland, May
21, to May 25. 1940, open 1.30
p. m to 4 p. m. each day.
Ella C. Newman, Supervisor,
Thc National Archives Project.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, May 21, 1940
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Mystery surrounding the owner
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
ship of the Taylor Cub plane which
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
made a forced landing Friday in
And the man who was brought
By The Roving Reporter
There died in a San Francisco
was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
up
within a stone’s throw of the
the field of Thornton Weeks,
hospital April 29 a member of a
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
politician, Clyde Chapman, former
Snow shipyard rather allowed he
Greenland, N. H.. and was -tbanwell known Rockland family who
Attorney General. It looks like a
did.
real battle, and I am decidedly in
dcned by two men, was removed
could have added many thrilling ■“All right, you do as I say, and
[EDITORIAL]
terested in the outcome. Mr. Mac
Saturdty when the pilo", Granville
chapters to the story of the Klon we will come out all right,” was thc
donald is convinced Roy Femald
F Carleton of Camden claimed thc
dike gold rush in which he, himself response, and they did, although
THE SEASON OF TAR
will win thc governorship nomina
participated.
Theodore Snow’s there were moments when disaster
plane Carleton, with an uniden
tion and can see nobody else for
makeup included a natural lust for loomed perilously close.
The season for tarring Maine's highways ls upon us, and more
tified passenger, was flying from
JUNE 8-14
the United States Senator nomina
Mr.
Snow
early
formed
tlie
ac

adventure
and
it
early
drew
him
to
or less ln an undertone the average motorist is inclined to
Concord to Portsmouth when the
tion than Congressman Brewster.
Tolerance—U nity—Co- operation
the land of romance where men quaintance of Robert Service known
express displeasure because of the sticky substance which
plane ran out of fuel and was ob
the
world
over
at
author
of
thrill

either made fortunes over night—
affixes itself to his newly washed car. But it is a necessary
Ellsworth Still Growing
liged to land. Both pilot and pas
or went broke. He became the In ing poems written during the days
evil and should be accepted in a kindly rather than a vex
Stockton Springs needs a new
senger escaped injury, but the
timate of men who had International of the gold rush. The Rockland
atious
one.
_
..
"Welcome"
sign for some vandal
under carriage of tlie plane and
Speeding eastward along the
°
fame and at one time occupied a boy became on Intimate terms with
hurled a missile with such solar
one wing was badly damaged.
Maine
coast
Sunday
forenoon,
and
pl€ms
,t qultc spolled
cabin which was owned by Jack Robert Service and also met the
STOP ASKING FOR WAR
Carleton told Chief of Police Earl
London, the noted author of fiction. novelist, Rex Beach, on many oc hitting 70 plus in the open spaces, the looks of the placard.
O Cajwell that he did not know
TTie world listened Sunday night to what Col. Charles A.
The deceased was a son of the late casions.
Near this point a motor truck had
Ed Gonia’s De Soto picked up—of
of tlie law requiring an Immediate
Lindbergh had to say about thts nation's air defenses. Straight
George L. and Lucy A. Snow of He was present in Malamute dur
come
to grief only a short time be
all
tilings
—
a
horseshoe
brad.
report of airplane accidents in this
from the shoulder it came in the characteristic language of a
Rockland, one of seven children ing the shooting of “dangerous Dan
fore, and the wooden portion of the
State
Thc plane is being held,
man. who, being brave enough to fly across the ocean alone,
born to them. He early established I McGrew” and was near to becom- Seemed like equine retribution vehicle was reduced to ashes, which
pending its release, by the Public
is brave enough to criticise even those who are high ln Ad
hlmself in the fruit business and j ing a witness ln thc case which be against the man made machine was still emitting heat and smoke
Service Commission of New Hamp
Hag Week, June 8-14
ministration circles, yes. the Administration Itself. He made
attending to its interests took him came the subject of a poem widely which has so almost completely dis as wc passed.
shire. Thc landing was made less
no specific mention of President Roosevelt, but he who runs
A song for our banner?
to the far corners of the United I read and recited.
placed the horse. Be that as tt
Near the entrance to the Bucks
than five miles frcm tlie Ports
"UNITED WF. STAND—DIVIDED
may read significantly between the lines ln the following
States buying and selling perish- ! Mr. Snow's mother visited Caliport bridge Is a wayside resort
WE FALL
may
the
car
was
brought
to
a
stop
mouth municipal airport.
statement made by the world's best known flying ace:
ables in every large city, and des- ! fornia while he was in the KlonIt midr and preserve* u» a nation.
which the proprietor has named
"Until we have decided upon a definite policy of defense,
The union of lakes—the union ot land—
tined before his last sickness to visit dike, and the desire to be with her and Ed ruefully surveyed a flat “Sail Inn.” We viewed with in
The union ol States—none can never
the mere construction of large numbers of aircraft will not be
every State tn the Union.
I was so strong that he walked all tire on the port side rear wheel. I terest the brick monument con
The union ot heart*, the union hand—
adequate for our national safety. We need a greater air force,
And the Flag of our union forever.
Tlie scene was somewhere be
Came
the
Klondike
gold
rush,
and
the distance to tlie mouth of the
cerning which there is an interest
a greater army, and a greater navy; they have been inadequate
SB. America will be in Rockland
twixt
and between the town of Or
he
was
among
the
thousands
who
j
Yukon
River,
arriving
just
In
time
for
many
years.
Let
us
form
with
our
neighboring
nations
a
ing legend anent the Imitation of
Will Attend Reunion of harbor, and other Naval ships are
clear cut and definite policy of American defense. But above
pushed their way westward drawn to catch the season's last boat to land and the city of Ellsworth. No the leg and foot which appears
Hi* Clast At University expected
all, let us stop this hysterical chatter of calamity and invasion
body In sight, and the nearest gar plainly on the stone.
by the insatiable lure of the yellow Seattle.
that has been running rife these last few days. It is not
Of Maine
The Rockland City Band has
metal which the Alaskan territory
Mr. Snow revisited his old Rock age several miles distant. ‘Til fix
Somewhere near Orland are For
befitting to tlie people who built this nation. Tbe course we
was suddenly yielding. He headed land home three years ago, and had It,” said Ed, and he produced a jack syth's Camps, and I thought how
generously donated Its services for
have been following in recent months leads to neither strength
Rudy Vallee, nationally famous
westward with his cousin Maurice a very happy time swapping remi which probably won a prize ln appropriate was the group of forFlag Week. Sons of American Le
nor friendship nor peace. It will leave us hated by the victor
stage, screen and radio star, a mem
and vanquished alike, regardless of which way the tide of
Titus. In Colorado their slender niscences with men he knew as some hobby show—many years ago. sythia shrubs now at their prettiest
gion Drum Corps will also be in
ber of the Class of 1925 at the Uni
battle
turns.
One
side
will
claim
that
we
aided
its
enemies;
Where he got it or who contrived it on the premises. That fine little
stock
of funds gave out. Titus con boyhood chums.
action during Flag week.
the other, that we did not help enough. Regardless of which
versity of Maine will be present at
I shall never know, or care, but to city, Ellsworth, has risen triumphIn
his
later
years
he
had
fol

cluded
to
abandon
the
quest,
but
by
A gigantic flag raising at Public
side wins this war. there is no reason, aside from our own
the reunion of his class at com
working on a cattle train, and at lowed the sea. but when sickness make the story short it just simply (antly from the ashes of that In
Landing
Sunday
June
9
at
4
p.
m.
actions,
to
prevent
a
continuation
of
peaceful
relationships
mencement during the weekend of
other occupations "Dode” Snow, as overtook him he had retired and wouldn't work.
between America and the countries of Europe. If we desire
cendiary conflagration which cut
Rockland City Band and Sons of
June 7-40.
An uplifted hand and a Massa such a devastating swath through
peace, we need only stop asking for war. No one wishes to
everybody knew him, finally reached i was making his home on the West
American
Legion
Drum
Corps
will
Rudy, currently appearing over
attack us, and no one is in a position to do so."
chusetts car drew alongside. The the heart of the municipality some
the Promised Land of the Gold Coast.
thc radio in a national hook-up, furnish music before and during the
Seekers. Too wise to stake a claim
His last illness covered a period driver, arrayed in a dandy new years ago. A,mong the new build
will be ln the East during the com flag raising.
WHAT THE BUTCHERS DID
jnhile his fortunes were at their ebb, of three months. He strongly Sunday suit monkeyed with the ings ln progress of erection ls an
Sunday. June 9 at all Churches
mencement program at the Uni
Snow obtained a position as mail yearned to be back in the home of gadget awhile, confessed his in impressive church and a structure
Hie Associated Press informs us that 100.000 persons were
versity and has definitely assured Patriotic services will be held.
carrier, probably to Dawson City. his childhood but fate willed it ability to solve the puzzle, and after
destined to be a furniture shop and
slain
when
the
Germans
bombed
Rotterdam
before
the
sur

the alumni office that he plans to
Tuesday. June 11. eight teams of
The task was one of great peril, ne otherwise.
10 wasted minutes allowed he had undertaking establishment.
render
of
that
Netherlands
seaport.
Iron
crosses
will
probably
attend the 15th reunion of his class. the Soft Ball League will participate
gotiating the dread Chllkoot Pass,
Mr. Snow was twice married, and to be In Boston.
be awarded to the airmen who carried out tbe butcher)- orders.
This will be the first opportunity tn a flag ceremony at the Schofleldand crossing Lake Bennett. This is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Con
With Eastport as one's destina Where Ls Down East?
One-third of a large city's lives snuffed out, and yet that is
that he has had since his student White Park opposite the Elk's Lodge
was done with the aid of dog teams stance Snow Mack of Sayville, N. Y. tion, and the sun only one hour on
Thc wounded antomobile tire was
only one instance out of the many being recorded on the soil
days at Maine to attend a com Rockland City Band and Sons of
—mushing the term they knew it He Is also survived by two brothers, the eastward side of the zenith the repaired at an Ellsworth garage,
of blood-drenched Europe. Has Germany any other sentiment
mencement program and with other American Legion Drum Corps will
by In the Northwest. Once there Edward Sumpter Snow of Boston situation was not too promising, thc proprietor of which had such a
than the lust for conquest? No last vestige of conscience?
was an avalanche, and Snow helped and Charles W. Snow of New York; but when the next car stopped, the genial and engaging voice that it
outstanding alumni, he will be a provide music at 6.30 p. m.
rescue some men who had been a sister. Miss Annabel Snow of obliging driver produced his own was a pleasure to trade with him.
headline speaker at thr annual ban
Friday. June 14. Rockland Lodge
A WARLIKE BISHOP
buried beneath ice and snow. The Boston; five nephews—Winthrop jack, and with considerable man Garagemen as a rule are genial
quet Saturday. June 8.
Elks 1will hold its Flag Day servof Elks
journey over Chllkoot Pass after Snow. Nicholas Snow. Edward Rowe euvering tlie change of tires was and considerate, but now and then
The commencement program as iws at 7.30. Rockland Lodge of
A Methodist Bishop. James Cannon, Jr., has asked Secretary
that disaster was much more haz Snow, Donald Snow, and George L accomplished.
you encounter one who is carved
usual features a number of reunion Elks will keep open house all dur
Hull to use his Influence with President Roosevelt to declare
ardous. it being necessary to cut Burleigh, formerly of Rockland and
out of ice.or stone, and you gen
classes planning special programs ing Flag Week. Open 2-5 p. m. and
war against "Hitler and his fellow monsters.” Bishop Cannon
steps in the steep icy incline, and now residing in Saskatchewan Carried Three Hats
erally don’t trade with him a sec
during the festivities. The pro 6-8 p. m
merely put into words the sentiment that many Americans
This latest trip was another pro- ond time.
make their way over the pass single Canada, and a niece, Lucy (Bur
gram embraces the events of Friday.
The entire community is cordially
have, yet nobody wants to see this country engaged in the
file. One of the family's treasured leigh) Love ns of Arlington, Mass. sale venture, minus any best-seller
Proprietors of wayside stands are
June 7 Class Day. Saturday. June 8 invited to attend all Flag Week
annihilation which is destroying the civilization of Europe.
souvenirs is a postcard photograph
Funeral servioes were held in San elements, but was made on an ideal put to it for names for their es
Alumni Day, the Baccalaureate I services.
The greatest danger is that Hitler may forestall us, and declare
showing a line of men toiling up a Francisco, followed by cremation day when the verdure was taking tablishments. Sunday we saw the
services on Sunday and the com- 1 By observing Flag Week we can
war on the UDited States first.
long hill. Still another souvenir In The ashes were accompanied to form so rapidly that one could al “White Birch” and the "Blue
mencement exercises on Monday.' show our appreciation that we are
the family's possession is a postcard Rockland by Miss Annabel Snow most see the transposition of buds 8pruce'' cabins.
June 10. For the alumni the chief! prouder than ever that we are
MORE PILOTS NEEDED
showing
a picture of the store where Miss Ida Payzant and William Into leaves or flowers. Thc greens
Five miles outside of Ellsworth
Interest for the weekend centers Americans, we will realize as never
If the United States is to have 10.000 planes for war service,
were marvelous and the wild cherry wc shitted from the trunk line to
Snow carried on quite an extensive Sullivan, of Boston.
around the varied events of Alumni before how fortunate we are living
a force of 300,000 men will be required for base and aircraftbusiness, while the rush was on.
Committal services were held at trees were In full bloom, soon to Route 182 which shortened our run
Day, June 8.
under the American Flag and the
carrier work, in the opinion of Capt. Kenneth Whiting, USN.,
Klondike
prices
prevailed,
accord

Achorn
cemetery Sunday, Rev. Dr be marred I fear by the crawling by 10 miles, wc were told. All along
inspector
of
naval
aircraft
in
the
Eastern
District.
If
there
enjoyment of freedom and other
ing
to
the
picture.
should be ten times as many planes, as Capt. Rickenbacker
John Smith Lowe officiating. The pests which seem to regard cherry the line we saw where plowing op
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A L. will blessings of life, unknown to the
feels
desirable,
the
number
ol
men
would
be
increased
pro

iMr.
Snow
also
had
the
thrilling
pastor referred feelingly to Mr tr^s as their special province.
erations were in progress, but no
entertain the Auxiliary and mem people of many other lands,
portionately.
Ed was prepared for the occasion attempts at planting Could be seen.
experience of “shooting'' the famous Snow's life spent among the Maine
bers of the Post Thursday night at | “Show Your Colors,' wear a Flag
But any expansion of thc air force requires more pilots
White Horse Rapids making the hills on the seacoast; of the spirit so far as headgear was concerned,
Franklin advertises itself as "The
a supper to be served at 6.30. fol 1 button Flag Week
That is why Col. Frank Knox Is speaking sense when he
perilous trip with a pioneer who of adventure which led him to the for he packed three lids, two straws Gateway to Down East.” And
suggests
a
'
Plattsburg''
for
training
pilots
in
each
of
the
nine
lowed by entertainment, All memwas well versed in the art.
Army corps areas. His idea has met with a cordial reception
Klondike, and of the Klondike and a felt. Much better prepared, where, by the way, is Down East?
bers are invited.
Subscribc to The Courier-Gasette
at the White House, very different from the attitude of Presi
"Know anything about a boat?" poet, Robert Service, whose verses I must concede, than I was when You remember the Westerner who
dent Wilson when the original Plattsburg plan was made for
I went into thc city of Saint John. readied Chicago and thought he
the expert asked.
he often took occasion to quote.
training Army officers 25 years ago.
N. B , wearing a new straw hat In was down East. Some nice farms
Col. Knox would have the schooling supplement that of the
a sleet storm. I may mention in down ln this section of Hancock
Army, which has plenty of work before it in giving Instruct’ Today & Wednesday
passing that we saw only one other County, but now and then are seen
tion to men now In military service or who may join It In the
near future. During the past four years, since Col. Knox was
straw hat ln Sunday s journey.
CHARLES RUGGLES
unpainted dwellings and abandoned
Tliis
week
will
be
a
busy
one
for
candidate for Vice President, he has grown amazingly in
Few folks are abroad Sundays
JANICE LOGAN
Despondent Over Ill
popular estimation. He is now- recognized as one of our most
the Lodges of District 16, when the even at 8.30 a. m., but Ernest Jones farms which too often feature
ROBERT PAIGE
Maine communities. Once thrifty
Health, W. S. Hewett
useful citizens.—Boston Globe.
president of the Rebekah Assembly was working industriously in his
in
End* Life By Hanging of Maine, Mrs. Jessie M. Colburn back yard garden, whether planting and prosperous; today a sad monu
ment to departed glory.
FARLEY VEB8US DEWEY
WinslowS. Hewett, 68, committed J and other Assembly officers make flowering plants for the Madame
THURSDAY, ONE DAY ONLY—IN PERSON
Washington County's Claim
How would Jim Farley run against Dewey? That's what
suicide Sunday afternoon by hang-1 ^eh‘jofficial vislte
thc lod«es of or spuds for thc family's consump
Many cars, parked by the road
Dr. Gallup has been trying to learn. The result of the survey
ON THE STAGE
tion
I
could
only
guess.
At
the
this district.
ing himself in the shed adjoining
side told of many fishermen trying
gave the Republican 56 percent of the voters and Farley 42
Northend,
Sallinen's
body
and
fen

Miriam
Lodge
of
Rockland
will
WCSH RADIO SHOW
his home at 82 Washington street,
percent, with one person out of seven expressing no opinion.
_
.
_
. .
.,
entertain the Assembly officers der shop Is taking on a large addi their luck. I saw one man non
Camden. The body was discovered
u
chalantly landing a six-inch trout,
The only section of the country in which the Postmaster
~
_
Tuesday night. Supper will be tion. At Rockport Clem Smith's
by his wife. Dr. Harry Tounge was ,
. ,.
.
... garage is soon to have a large an and I thought how envious Bob
General led waa south of the Mason and Dixon Line where he
J
,
'served at 6.30, and the degree will
summoned but the man had been
ON THE SCREEN
Special Children's Matinee
had 63 percent of the votes.
be conferred In the evening. Wed nex. In Camden one of the town's Webster would be at such luck.
dead about 15 minutes. Medical
4.00 P. M.—10 Cents
nesday night Malden Cliff Lodge of best know residences was being de One sign directed attention to a
examiner H. J. Welsman of Rock
Including
Camden will entertain the Assem molished in favor of another filling narrow bridge. Up in the province
land pronounced it a case of ‘‘suicide bly officers at Green Gables Inn. station. Is thc time destined to of Quebec they have little else in
“DOWN EASTERS”
by hanging.”
On Thc Stage
Following the meeting there will come when they will demolish one the rural section. Many cars were
Mr. Hewett was a native of Rock be an entertainment and refresh of thc myriad of filling stations drawn up at tlie entrance of a
Feature “SKI PATROL”
land, the son of Samuel H., and ments.
to make room for a residence? In State fish hatchery.
Plus Four Extra Cartoons
Lavina (Townsend) Hewett. He had
They have one crop down In that
The Assembly officers will be en- Camden, on Washington street, I
Shows at 2.00. 4.00, 6.45, 8.45
been a weaver ln the Knox Mill 43 | tertained Thursday night by Ocean noticed a drinking fountain, a section which nobody will particu
years. His health had been very, Bound 1/>dge of vinalhaven.
species which has been gradually larly envy—boulders. All sizes and
A story of Finland's Famous Ski Troops in Action
poor the past year, and he was sub
Thc
annual
meeting
of
(District
disappearing along with the horse. shapes, and destined to remain
with LCLI DESTE, PHILIP DORN
there until eternity, unless Uncle
ject to fits of melancholia.
16 will be held Friday at Tenant's
He Is survived by his wife, Mar Harbor with Puritan Lodge as hos A Call on Tom Macdonald
Sam sets W. P. A. crews afoul of
Meguntlcook Lake is unusually them.
tha Plummer Hewett, and one sister, tess. The afternoon session will
Mrs. Frank Ames of Portland. Fu open at 2 30 with the District Dep high. Near thc Lincolnville line
A sign reads: “You are now en
neral services will be held Wednes uty President in charge. Supper we saw the boulders which had tering Washington County, the
day at 2 o'clock from the residence, will be served at 6.30. The evening come thundering down from the greatest hunting and fishing sec(Continued on Page Eight)
the Rev. Weston P. Holman officiat sesion will open at 7.30 with a Me steep side of the mountain during
a recent storm. Something I had
ing. Burial will be ln Mountain morial Service.
cemetery.
Several guests from other Districts prophecicd ln previous Roving Re YOUR FAVORITE POEM
porter letters. In Belfast we passed
are expected to be present.
the Lawrences’ sardine factory, If I had my life to live again 1
The entire itock of Fine Furniture, carried
Buy Yourself rich—through clas
would have mnde a rule to read aome
and listen to some mualc al
sified offers.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette ready for the herring schools, but poetry
least once a week. The lose of theee
by the late John B. Robinson, is to be disposed
with a small take thus early.
tastes ls a loss of happiness.- Charlea
We drew Into thc driveway of Darwin
of at the store in Chisholm Block, 488 Main
that prosperous looking establish
TRINITY
All motor vehicles operating on the highways of the
ment “Bay View Farms,” where A man la the &U1 and celling of hts
Street,
Rockland.
State of Maine must be inspected and bear the official
the proprietor, Tom Macdonald, He Is house.
the straight walls rising from the
Spring Inspection sticker on or before
BIG NEW RADIO AND STAGE SHOW
earth:
pointed out with pardonable pride
A
woman
is the golden glow of lampe.
VAUDEVILLE FEATURING—
his newly built annex, giving his The firelight on a hearth.
JUNE 1,1940
SHARP PRICE REDUCTIONS
“PATCHES” TIIE WONDER DOG
A man Is to his horse a sheltering roof,
tourist home a total of 17 nice A windbreak, and a refuge from the
This is a statutory requirement and State Police have
“BEVERLY” THE PRAIRIE SWEETHEART
rain.
rooms. Tom is president of the
no alternative but to enforce its provisions.
PRAIRIE SODBUSTERS, PHIL “SNAKE HIPS” LIBBY
A woman La the warm bright ecarlet
Belfast
Chamber
of
Commerce,
and
flower
TAP
DANCERS,
SINGERS
No Exchanges
No Refunds
Beyond a window pane
COOPERATE FOR SAFETY
when
he
isn't
down
in
South
Africa
Their
children are the air and sun that
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
sweep
on a vacation he Is boosting Bel Through
open doors—a cleansing thing
THURSDAY, MAY 23
ELIZABETH B. ROBINSON, Executrix.
and good.
fast and the Atlantic Highway.
on earth that makes a home
Admission—Evening 8.15, 15c, 35c; Matinee 4 o'clock, 10c, 25c
Just now he is running for the Trinity
FREDERICK ROBIE, Secretary of State.
Where once a house had stood.
58-62
■Grace Noll Crowell
legislature, opposed by that shrewd

Committal Services For Theodore Snow
Who Figured In Klondike Gold Rush

Flag Week Notes

Rudy Vallee Coining

A Camden Suicide

District 16 Rebekahs

byw

“THE DOWN EASTERS”

FURNITURE

Close-Out Sale
NOW IN PROGRESS

MOTORISTS

KEN MacKENZIE

Motor Vehicle Inspection Division

Being the Story 0( a Sunday Journey To
Jonesport, Greeting Two Old Friends There
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The Lord ls my portion, salth
my soul; therefore will I hope
In him —Lam. 3: 24

Our
Book
Corner

SOFTBALL
By MOSHER

Crockett 2. Umpires Smith and
Kent.

Big Inning Wins For Amoco
Van Baalen held the Amocos in I
check in all but one inning in the
second game of Sunday's get-away ’
double-header, but that one inning

Ruth Mayhew Tent
Holds An Impressive
Memorial Service—
Address By Rev. H. R.
W inchenbaugh

Every-Othcr-Day
fine service and the Auxiliary and
Chairman Andrew Bownton. The
Auxiliary will receive $40 for its re
lief fund.
• • • •
At the last meeting Commander
O. Hamlin gave the obligation to
three new members. George Young
of Rockland who served tn New
England's famous 26th YD and was
wounded Overseas will be presented
with the Purple Heart at a public
gathering in the near future. Com
rade Young was appointed Guard
for Huntley-Hill Post.
• • • •
Prank Young of Owl’s Head who
served in the US S. Navy and who
saw plenty of service Overseas, was
appointed bicycle safety chairman,
and will ln the near future organ
ize a bicycle club in Rockland.
• • • •
James Warren was the third new
member He served ln the U.S.S.
Navy on the battleship New York,
and hls service record is full of real
foreign service action. Comrade
Warren was appointed Post Color
Bearer.
• • • a
Comrade Cook Sholes of Vinalha
ven made a visit to the Post's new
home last week. Cook 1s one of the
Post's loyal members,

rade Prank Young and William come a member you must have
Stamp as alternates. Huntley-Hill held an office in a Post and to have
Post is to enter a float in the pa- 1 donP some outstanding deed for the
rade.
Post.
• • • •
Bangor's Pup Tent No 1 of the
Seven old members have been reCoottes, worked the first and sec- instated since April 5. This shows
ond degrees on a class of new inem- that with a good program the Vets
bers Sunday at Huntley-Hill Post will' return to their fold. Every
quarters. The Bangor Tent came World War veteran is interested in
here 22 strong. The new Cooties a pension and veterans’ welfare,
who took these degrees were Clovis and in order to help themselves
Joseph of Waterville, Howard Beck- ' they must Join some Vets' organiworth, Fairfield, John Henry Smith, ■ zation. Come on Vets, join the
Augusta, Howard Martin, Skowhe- V.F.W. or the American Legion,
gan, Harry Watts, Waterville,)
• • • •
Charles Lane. Bangor; also of the
Walter Connon, West Meadow
local Post were Charles Hill. An- road has Joined tlie Post and will
drew Boynton, Albert Brickley, be given hls obligation later.
George Leonard and Oliver Ham- !
O. Hamlin
lln. The Cooties is the fun branch .
------------------of the V.F.W. and In order to beSubscribe to Th* Courier-Gazette.

~ ~ - . _ „
Monday night tn GAP Hall.
spelled victory for the champs as niemberjr of Ruth Mayhew Tent,
they scored 7 runs in the third to DU.V. together with guests, as"Saddle and Ride" by Ernest Haywtn 8 to 1. The game was scorelesssembled to pay respect to the defor 2’i innings before Amoco teed parted sisters of the order, the
cox, author of “The Border Strum
B G Stern has delivered to Mac2- Snowg «
I off. Brackett started the rally with ( departed Grand Army veterans and
pet" and other thrillers. Published
millan. the manuscript of her new
' ' ‘
_
a single after one was out. stole the late Col. E. K. Gould, with
by Little, Brown
Company. Bos novel. "A Lion in the Garden." This Th*
P* t08ethfr 16 hlts and second, and after Valenta walked, whose memory goes the honor of
ton.
•
novel, which is in Miss Stern s most 10 Snow errors for 24 runs Sunday both scored on Lord's single. Wink assisting in organizing the DaughReaders who get satisfaction out delightful vein of humor, will be to wallop I. L. Snow 24 to 2 in the followed with a double. Bisbee and ter». April 26. 1923, and who had
opening game of the Softbqll sca- Welch with singles, and two errors served in the Department Council
of the western range life, cattle published on June 25.
i son.' Fourteen runs trickled across by Vose finished it off Amoco add- during several administrations.
pasturing and trouble-shooter’s, will
The Abbe children. Patience.
find "Saddle and Ride a vivid and Richard and John, have another the >)late in lh* flrst lnnln« as tlie ed another in the fourth on sue- , During the service, Impressively
cessive singles by Brackett. Valenta arranged by the president, Mrs. Lina
absorbing story of the old west Pew book to their credlt-"No Place Like Elks sent 18 m*n to bat Snow made
and Lord. Van Baalen escaped a Carroll, flowers were placed in
if any writers have given such clear Home.' You remember they broke six errors in this session which with
.shutout in the sixth on a single and memory of Sister Lura Cables.
arresting pictures of that brave into print with "Around the World
a passed bail and a dcuble, two j steal by Murgita and a single by ^hose death occurred in 1927, Siswild hot-tempered time, as Ernest in Eleven Years.’ The children are
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Excels in Quality and Flavor

SALADA
TEA

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

,5c

2

21c
,9c

,9c

* SALADA TEA
&&39c
34c

<A*-

19c

TODAY

19c

Here’s the Pie

23c

SPLENDID GOLDER BAHTAM CORN »«E

I

,7c
2,C

that takes the Cake!

Our Pork Pies are tender in block
for they're right out of the style

You get

oven.
We have them in light weight
fell at—

$5.00
Cocoanut Straws $5.00
Other Styles in
Bangkok, Leghorn. Peanut, from

$1.50 to $3.50
A New Sport Coat
"THE LOAFER"
All Wool Colors, Camel-Green
Detachable Belt

when you borrow from us!

At “Personal” you get more i
tlian just cash . . . you get the j
kind of friendly, considerate
service that makes borrowing a !
pleasant and simple experience.
Endorsers are seldom required
... no one need know. If you
can make small monthly pay
ments. you should not hesitate
to see us at once for a loan of
$25 to $250 or more. Come in I
or telephone.

“Cliarges 3% monthly on un- i
paid balances up to $150, 2*
monthly on balances above.”

$6.00

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294

41S MAIN

STh ROCKLAND, ME.

fvuxmai FINANCE CO.
Kresge Building
241 Water St.
Augusta. Me.
Smail Jjoan Statute
License No. 1
56 64

Win 90 Pc. Fiesta Ensemble

A Beautiful 90-Piece Color Fiesta Dinner Ensemble (on display
in our window)
WILL BE GIVEN AWAY ABSOLUTELY FREE
To the Winner of the Local Plax Contest
NO EXPENSEr—NO TROUBLE—A FREE GIFT BESIDES
* -u
Simply ask us for a Free Sample Can of the Amazing New Lowe Brothers Plax
Enamel. Use the enamel on breakfast sets, ironware, dishes, etc., and write a
25-word story on why you liked it.
Get the samples any time at our New Store, 440 Main Street, next north
of Chisholm’s Store. Try it and write the story—25 words or less. Mail or
bring the answers to our store by 9 P. M. June 1. There local judges will make
the award.
GET YOUR SAMPLE AT ONCE
YOU MAY WIN
440 MAIN
STREET

GOFKAUF’S

'At The Brook’

ROCKLAND,

(}«■

navy—MAINE PACK

PEAS

2

SWEET and TENDER

OXYDOL

NO S
CANS

25c
LARGE
PKG

SMALL
PKG

AXES CLEANING AND
WASHING EASIER

m LB
PKG

SAL SODA

BRILLO

STEEL WOOL PADS
WITH SOAP o. PLAIN'

BORAX (0

MULE TEAM

BORAXO

..si

LUX FLAKES

SMALL
PKG

20c

2 PKGS ,5c

PKG ,

10c

9c

///>/,

5C

CANS

29c

LARGE
PKG

2,c

SPECIAL

LUX
SOAP

4 bars 25c

MAINE

Arnold S. Nelson, Prop.

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

Cwaronf»«d by GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
oi odrediitd Iherom

f

TALK OF THE TOWN Her Brother Safe
Reassuring Telegram
Comes To Mrs. W. O.
Fuller After California
Earthquake
May 22—Open house meeting
Federal Vocal Class.
May 23—(Ken McKenzie radio show at
Community Building
May 23-25—Gardiner-State Conven
tion of Federation of Music Clubs
May 24- Camden-Doris Heald dance
recital tn Opera House.
May 25—Legion Poppy Day.
Maiv 30-Memorial Day
June 3—Special Congressional elec
tion ln the Second Maine District.

The cellar is being excavated for
Dr. H. J. Weismans proposed resi
dence at the corner of Limerock and
Claremont streets.

Roy K. Hobbs of this city is at
tending a conference of the Massa
chusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Company, at the New Ocean House
Swampscott, Mass.

Federal Vocal Class

Two-Fisted Boxers

If civic culture has any appeal, if
trained musicianship has any fol
lowing—and who questions that in
Rockland?—there will be throngs

Local Scout Rally

One after another, benefit projects
have succeeded each other ln suc
cess until, in a crescendo of double
action, St. Bernard's Parish puts
forth its concentrated effort Thurs
day in a supper-entertainment at
the church hall. At 5 30 the dinnpr
bell will sound for the first serving
and during the banqueting orches
tral selections will be played b.v the
Italian Quarter.
An original musical offering of
which the words and music were
composed by the assistant to the
pastor, Rev. Fr. John Cummings,
will be sung by Vina Delmonico,
Vittrice Hayes, Margaret Valenti
and Jeannette Gardner. This selec
tion i.s entitled "St. Bernard s Vic
tory Song” and suggests the in
spiring fervor of a worthwhile work.
Entertainment features will con
tinue with a sketch "The Broad
casting Station of Ketchum <fc Ket
chum Ac Ketchum." played bv
Joseph Anastasio. James Hayes and
Richard Falla as officials, and in
the “broadcast": "Wishing." solo.
Vittrice Hayes; "leaning on the
Ole Top Rail solo. Margaret Val
enta; "Little 8ir Echo," trio, Mar
garet Hughes. Leota Hayes. Dolores
Pion; accordion selections, Beverly
Glendenning; "Woodpecker Song,"
t
__________
solo. Jeannette Gardner; specialty
POST MASTERS APPOINTED
Adrian F. Kelleher has been re dances, pupils of Miss Florence Mol
nominated for postmaster of Cam loy- Ralph Stone, Gloria Studley,
den and P. E. Woodbury has been Alan Wilkie; tup dancers. Vena Wlnamed for the Damariscotta office monlCo, V. Hayes, G. Ristalno; Imliersonation of an Old Lady. Georgia
Treait;
"Ma He's Making Eyes at
Automobile inspection time Is
near again. AU motorists must Me." solo. Margaret Valenta: trum
have the Spring Inspection sticker pet solos, James Hayes; "Play
on their windshields by June 1 or mates," entire chorus.
else. This Is a statutory require Committees in charge of the sup
ment and State Police have no al per are: Rev. Fr. James F. Savage,
ternative but to enforce its pro pastor, honorary chairman; John
Ranlette, chairman; William Sul
visions.
livan, advisory chairman.
F. A. Winslow wiU be guest speak Solicitors for food and general
er at tomorrow night's meeting of arrangements are; Miss Maurine
the Calendar Club at the Baptist Burns. Mi&* Helen Burns, James
Church in Camden, hls third ap Burns. Mrs. Don Perry, Albert Mc
pearance before that organization. Carty, Frederick Derby. Miss Anna
He will deliver his latest lecture Flynn, Miss Mary Agnes Brown.
"Silent Riders." supplemented by Timothy Mclnniss.
a talk on miscellaneous subjects. Entertainment committee: Rev.
One week from tomorrow, at noon, Fr. John A. Cummings. Miss Mildred
he addresses the Oardiner Rotary Sweeney, Miss Florence Molloy.
Club.

BEANO
TONIGHT

Music By
HAL’S
RIIYTIIMAIRES
Door Prize
Dances will continue every Wed
nesday and Saturday, in spite of
rumors that they are closing for
the season.
97Ttf

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
$96, 711-1 or 781-11

Ht-lU LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

o'clock.
Jones- At Stonington. Mai 16. Kale,
widow of Robert Jones, aged 55 years.
1 month. 13 days
Clark—At Spruce Head. May 2® Euburtus A Clark, aged 66 years Funerii'
Tuesday at 1 o'clock
In Union
Church. Spruce Head
Interment In
Wiley cemetery

iDSTi

The entire stock of high grade
furniture carried by tlie late John
B. Robinson at 488 Main street,
Chisholm block, is being sold at veiy
sharply reduoed prices. All salts
cash. All sales final.—adv.
NOTICE
Board of Registration
The Board of Registration of the City
of Rockland. Maine, will be ln session
at their room ln the City Building.
Wednesday. Thursday, Friday. Saturday
and Monday and Tuesday. Mav 22 . 23.
24. 25. 27 and 28. A D 1940. from nine
o'clock ln the forenoon to one o'clock
In the afternoon, and from three to
live o'clock In the afterhoon. and from
seven to nine o'clock In the afternoon
(standard time), to receive evidence
touching the quillflratlons of vo!$rs in
said city, and to verify the correctness
of the lists of voters No applications
for Absent Voting Ballots will be ap
proved after five o'clock In the after
noon of Saturday. June 1, 1940. when
this session closes.
Per order of the Board of Registra
tion.
By FRANK W FULLER
Chairman.
60 61

Come In Rapid Succes
sion At St. Bernard’s
Church; They’re Winners

The excellent bouts fought at the
Park Street Arena last Friday night
whetted the appetites of the fans
for some more hot stuff, and thats
what the management plans to give
them the coming Friday night.
Carl Lawless ls coming down out
of the Thorndike wilds to slip on
the mitts with Tommy Regan, the
Bangor veteran of many battles.
"The Bangor Bombshell" is what
they are now calling Regan. Will
he live up to that title or will the
cornfed youth frbm «he nlderbushes
make him eat humble pie? Eight
two-minute rounds ought to tell the
story.
Out of the Penobscot valley will
come the aemi-flnal engagement
five two-minute rounds with K. O.
Brierly of Belfast and Art Hender
son of Bangor slapping each other
down. -Henderson ls boxing Instruc
tor at University of Maine. Brierly
packs a real wicked punch.
Rookie Wright of Belfast and Alton
Wooster of Rockland are booked for
the top prelim, while Flash Boucher
of Augusta and Percy Porter of
Rockland will be ln the opening
prelim.
Break!

An earthquake shook the Im
perial Valley ln California Saturday
night causing damage which would
run into the millions it was esti
mated.
Mrs. W. O. Fuller was much re
lieved when she received a tele
gram yesterday announcing the
safety of her brother John R. Ste
phens who resides in Brawley. The
message said:
"I am not injured. but Brawley
and the Imperial Valley are in
ruins."
The section visited by the temblor
is famous for the production of let
tuce, asparagus, celery and citrus
fruits.

Baseball fans will be right in their
element at the Lions meeting tomorrow when the American League
of Professional Baseball Clubs pre
sents "Touching All Bases," the offi
cial American League motion pic
ture of 1946. It is a four-reel
sound-on-film with a running time
of approximately 45 minutes. The
world's mast famous baseball play
ers will be seen in action. The pur
pose of the picture is to teach the
youngster baseball and by showing
the American League stars in their
various positions, on the screen in
sound, the ambitious youngster will
learn much and help to develop fu
ture big leaguers. Also, to give the
fans a better knowledge of the many
inside plays of the game to help
them enjoy and understand their
baseball. Slow motion shots on
pitching, fielding, base running,
batting by the stars of baseball.
George Case. Washington Nationals
—base running. Billy Webb, coach
of the Chicago White Sox—signal
Play.

l

Former Congressman Donald B
Partridge of Norway was in the
city yesterday in his capacity as a
member of tlie Industrial Accident
Commission, conducting two hear
ings. The man from the land of
the Oxford bears was the picture
of health, and was accorded a most
welcome greeting by the friends he
made in this city while fighting the
Second District's battles.

LIONS OF TIIE 12th
William Niehoff of Waterville and
Hugh J. McGuire, Presque Isle,
were elected governors of Districts
41-A and 41-B. respectively, at tha
annual meeting and election of tha
12th aftnual district convention of
the Lions International In Bangor
Saturday.
It also voted by a written ballot
to hold the 1941 convention ln Port[ land.
The two day convention closes
tonight with a governors’ banquet
and ball ln the convention head
quarters.

THREE SMART PUPILS

Benefit Projects

Will Keep Park Street
Arena Fans On Edge
Next Friday Night

An iron bootjack which belonged
to the brother-in-law of Gen.
Henry Knox has fallen into the
The Rock'.and District Scout Rally
Mayor Veazie will explain the
possession of Fred M. Blackington
to be held on the campgrounds of eommunily values embodied in the
speaking of bootjacks.
Troop 206 at Juniper Hill May 31, Federal Vocal Class.
Mr. and Mrs.-David S. Beach, Mr. June 1 and 2 will be a contest for
and Mrs. Wesley Thurston. Mr. and highest number of point awards to at the armory tomorrow night at
Mrs. Palmer Pease, Mr. and Mrs. enable troops to win a Grade A 780 when the Federal Vocal Class,
Earl J. Alden and Mr. and Mrs. Grade B, or Grade C rating. The under the direction of Miss Lotte
Emilio Hary were among the 300 points being awarded troops win McLaughlin, throws open its doors
who attended the State convention ning, placing and entering each and abilities for the patronage of
of letter carriers in Portland over event. Each troop entering every the public.
event will stand a reasonable chance
the weekend.
Mayor Edward R Veazie will de
to win a good grade rating.
liver an address on the subject,
Extensive alterations and im
The following committes are in “What the Vocal Class Means to
provements are being made at the charge of this Rally.
the Community." Appreciation of
Crescent Beach Summer resort con
Program Committee — Horatio this government project will be
ducted by Oeorge Sleeper. The Cowan and Ralph Hansen.
heightened as explanations and ac
Camp Layout—Corwin Olds and tual performance demonstrate the
dance pavilion is being converted
Into a rooming house to accommo Charles Havener
progress made by the musicalCanteen—Charles Havener.
date the overflow always found at
minded in this city.
Fuel Committee—Horatio Coawn
the popular Crescent Beach Inn
Proper use of leisure has no po
und Joseph Blaisdell.
during the season's rush.
tentiality more uplifting than the
Sanitation.—Albert Mills.
Joy of music and Uncle Sam in his
Maurice C. Orbeton, Jr., a senior
Judging—Sea Scouts from Ship
wisdom has made its cultivation
at Bangor High school received Red Jacket."
possible for America at large.
word Monday from the United
Publicity—Harold Whitehill
Though but a cog in the mighty
States Bureau of Navigation that
system of more abundant living,
he had successfully passed the final
Maine Osteopath's have tlleir an
the Rockland Vocal Class is pre
entrance examination to the United nual Spring convention in June
States >fa val Academy. Orbeton 7 and 8 and lovely Lakewood is the pared to display Its own distinctive
attributes and the talents which
expects to leave for the academy at place.
have been fostered through regular
Annapolis, Md.. about July 1. Mr.
rehearsals to the point where Di
Orbeton. Sr., is a former Rockland
Steamer North Haven is on the
rector McLaughlin will take a bow
resident.
South Marine Railway for her
with her class for work well and
Spring painting and reconditioning,
The Maine Central station was steamer W. S. White replacing her faithfully executed.
a scene of much hugging, kissing on the Rockland-Swans Island run.
Damage approximating $50 result
and handshaking yesterday after
noon when the incoming train
Guy Wilson delivers an address ed from the Monday noon fire in
brought the 70 High School stu before the Kennebec Valley Ladies the Lillian McCurdy apartment of
dents who have been doing Wash Aid Association meeting .at East the I. J. Shuman house. Pleasant
ington and the World's Fair. Some Boothbay Wednesday at 10.30 a. m. street.
new four-syllable adjectives were Subject. "A Christian and His
A special meeting of Knox Hos
coined by tlie happy students and Money."
pital Alumnae Association will be
of course there was a little some
thing extra on all of the supper
The gold fish at Woolwich sur held Friday night at 8 o'clock at
tables.
vived the winter. How lucky they the Bok Nurses' Home. Aji invitation
were not to be in Florida. Eben to this meeting is extended to all
Two extremely youthful offenders Dana may have started another at graduate nurses regardless of their
were found guilty yesterday in traction for Maine in Winter—look hospital affiliation.
j
Municipal Court of the theft of ing through the Ice at lovely gold
Steve Kessell s automobile near Bal fish is new.
At the business meeting of Ruth
lard Park in Rockport. They were
Mayhew Tent DU.V., in O.A.R. hall
sentenced to the State School, but
A Bangor newspaper yesterday Monday night plans were made to
sentence suspended and probation | published a sketch of the new Skow attend memorial service with other
given on agreement with their par hegan pastor. Rev. Percy Ririion. patriotic orders ln the Methodist
ents. The boys, aged 11 and 113, But alas, and alack! The picture Church. May 26 and to perfrom
came from Bangor and were appre- used was that of Joseph E. Blaisdell other duties in connection with the
hended by State Police in Waldo- j a perfectly good High School prin- observance of Memorial Day.
boro. Clement Moody of Warren cipal but no pretender to the min
was fined $100 and costs for driv isterial throne.
Tlie Red Jacket Sea Scouts will
ing under the influence, and ap
play hosts to their sponsor, the
Capt. Fred Haskell of the Sea Rockland Lions Club with a dinner
pealed. Irving Lufkin of .Thomas
ton was placed on probation for six Biscuit has been holding “sidewalk June 12. On the dinner committee
months on a felonious assault interviews ’ (not for the radio) to will be Miles Sawyer. Henry Moordetermine the color of the sloop Ian and William Bicknell. The
charge.
"Vo-Ho" in the harbor. Although scene of the festivities will be the
Rummage sale next Saturday of the question still has not been Sea Scout s home in the Gen. Berry
now and old goods, at VFW hall; definitely decided, blue is the lead hall.
also cooked food and candy.-ad 61-62 ing guess. The owner of the sloop
has suggested that Capt. Haskell
The big race between Bob Snow
Public beano party Thursday at give a fish as premium to partici and Arthur Baker, which many fans
2 p. m. G A R. hall, sponsored by pants In the interviews.
have been wondering about, has
Edwin Libby Relief Corps. Special
been postponed because of lack of
BORN
door prize, 3 cards 25c.
61-62
snow. This was to be a snowshoe
Genlhner—At Little Nursing Home
Waldoboro. May 19 to Mr and Mr- race, and the contestants claim that
Edward Oenthner. a non
if it doesn't snow before Memorial
Day. the race will be definitely post
MARRIED
Snow-White — At Randolph Field poned to Labor Day. Both are In
I Texas. May 12 Lieut Richard Maurice flne condition. Lody Cross is very
Snow of Rockland and Miss Carleen
White of Morrill.
pleased with the announcement of
postponement, inasmuch as Mr.
DIED
Snow
has been chopping wood early
Hewett At Camden. -May 19. Win
slow S Hewett, aged 68 years Funeral in the morning to keep in training,
LEGION HALL
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from residence
Blethen--At Rx-kland May 21. George and it keeps Lody awake. Vic RamsW Blethen. aged 68 years. 11 months. dell's part in the big show was to
7.30 O’CIDCK
30 dnys. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock
from residence. 13 Holmes sreet Burial meet the winner on the back side
In Wileys Corner
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
(The loser
Alexander — At Camden. May 19. of Dodge's mountain.
37Ttf Frances M wife of George Alcxand ■ was to walk home—presumably >.
aged 67 years
Funeral Tuesday rt 2

DANCING
Every Wed.
at Glen Cove
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INDIGESTION
may affect the Heart
On trapped in the stuffiMli or ruUet majr art like a
halr lrlggcr un tha heart At the arm algn of diaUwa
•mart men aud wuUi»u depend un Bell aua TabltU t«
let ga$ free. No laxative but made of tba failedSetlng tiled 1< Ilies knoMu tor add lnfilfMtioa. If U.«
FIRST DOSE doeau't prove Bell ana belter. reUna
IkotUe to u* and revel ve DUUULE Muuay back. 25c.

These pupils of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn will be featured in the Junior Day
program al the Maine Slate Federation of Music Clubs in Gardiner, Thurs
day. They will also give a recital at the Universalist Church May 29.
Shown above, left to right: Dorothy, Havener, Betty McKinley and
Jacqueline Snow.—Blackinton photo.

Clement T. Moody of Warren
through his attorney, Stuart C. Bur
Two State tar spreaders in the
gess, waived reading of a charge of
camp just over the Warren-Waldo- j
driving while under the influence of
boro line, burned early Sunday aft- |
liquor on Route 1, Thomaston, May
ernoon, one a total loss witli con- 18. He was found guilty and fined
tents, and the other, partial. The $100 and cosU of $13 32 An appeal
fire .-tailed from a grass fire ln the ! was pnlered and bail, spt al $200
Bessie Hoffses field near by and was furnished.
burned over five acres.
The Waldoboro fire department
Bad weather failed to dampen
was called and water was used from tlie success of the annual ball of
the Orff brook near by. Tlie trucks tlie Rockland Fire Department.
were parked on the opposite side of The parade, held i na down pour
the road from the camp, which over with the Sons of the l/gioii Drum
tlie weekend was occupied b.v only Corps leading the men and appara
two or three men.
tus. drew many transients to Com
munity Building, and this, witli a
Benefit beano at I.O.O.F. hall good advance sale of tickets, did Uie
Wednesday at 2 p. m. Door and chore, netting nearly $200 for the
attendance prizes. Adm. 15c- adv. department.
i
-----------------Lemon Juice Recipe Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

Tar Spreaders Burn

Checks

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
Matinee Saturday at 2 30
Sunday at 3 p. in.
Single Evening Shows at 8 p. m.

TUES.-WED.. MAY 21-22

“BEYOND
TOMORROW”
.with an able cast headed by
Harry Carey, C. Aubrey Smith.
Charles Winningrr, Jean Parker,
Helen Vinson, Marie Ouspenskaya

TIUTtS.-I-R1.-SAT.
MAY 23-24-25
We are pleased to present
Columbia's latest comedy tilt
LORETTA YOUNG
KAY MILLAND
in

THE DOCTOR
TAKES A WIFE”
UomiiiK:
"Abe IJncoln in
Illinois,” "Rebecca,' "Edison the
Man."

Rheumatic
The World's Mosl Beloved, Harmless Amusement Game

Pain Quickly

II you sutler from rheumatic, ar
thritis or neuritis pain, try this simple
Inexpensive home recipe that thousands
are using. Get a package ot Ru lh
Compound today. Mix It with a quart
ol water, add the Juice of 4 lemons
It's easy. No trouble at all and pleas
ant. You need only 2 tablespoonaful
two times a day. Often within 48 hours
sometimes oternlght -splendid result*
are obtained H the pallia do not quick
ly leave and If you do not feel better.
, Ru-Ex will cost you nothing to try
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS , Ru-Ex Compound Is for sule and recoin...............
! mended by C. II. Moor A Company and

WORK WONDERS

WALDO THEATRE

BEANO
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT, V. F. W. HALL
20 GAMES, 25c—TWO CARDS
DOOR, ATTENDANCE, EXTRA CARD PRIZES
Select your prize merchandise from Ihe stock of len Rockland
stores—something you need and ran use
These games under the direction oi the Indies* Auxiliary
Huntley-Hill Post. V.F.W.

61’lt

good drug stores everywhere

TWO WATS'
'ease TntrBride/

A pleasant way to celebrate his
removal to 440 Main street has been
taken by Arnold 6. Nelson, pro
prietor of the local Gofkauf’s aptomotive store. He is giving away all
this week sample cans of the amaz
ing new enamel "Plax" being na
tionally
introduced
by
Lowe
Brothers. These cans of Plax are
used and the user writes a story. 25
words or less, on why he likes Plax
These stories are returned to Gof
kaufs and from them three local
judges will select the winner. Tlie
prize ls the handsome 90 pieces of
color Fiesta ware, now on display ln
the Gofkauf window. The new
store ls entirely renovated and lends
Itself well to Mr. Nelson s enter
prise which is now in Its third year
under his control. The store, next
north of the Chisholm confectionery
store, was formerly home of Dor
man's shoes. Contest answers must
be in June 1.

liiNiire llie consforl of vour home wlih

American

heating kqtipmkkt

"tjftattdavd*’

pi.« mhixg fixti rkk

nv woman will feel as happy as a June bride when good

.Heating and good Plumbing bring better living to her
Ahome!
And never before have they been so easy to plan -

easy to buy on any size budget!
For whether your home is small or large, whether you prefer
Radiator or Warm Air Heating or Air Conditioning, you'll find
the right products in the complete line of Aiwa Heating
Equipment for Oil, Gas or Coal automatic or hand-fired.
From the lull arruy of beautiful'^lalKlard" Plumbing Fixtures
you can choose a modern, charming bathroom and a labor-sav
ing kitchen that suit your requirements. And this is true
whether you are building or modernizing.
For modernizing Heating, or a combination of Heating and
Plumbing you can now use our SUMMER FINANCE PLAN
No payments until October 15th! Plumbing alone can be
modernized on our FHA Plan No down payment monthly
payments to start within 60 dnys from datqjpi installation. Both
plans give you up to 3 ygars to pay.
For further information write for a free copy of the 64-page
booklet described below or consult your Heating and Plumbing
Contractor today!

Novelty Beano tonight, May 21, at
Spear hall. Door prize, chicken din
ner; eight attendance surprise pack
ages; 3 cards 25c—adv.

American
Standard
Radiator &

CITY OF ROCKLAND
A public hearing will be held in the
Cky Council Room. Monday. June 3
1940. at 8 30 o'clock in the afternoon
(E 6 Tl on the application of the
BantOet Company for a summer hotel
llcen-e to sell malt liquors
(Per Order of Municipal Offlcers
Attest:
E R KEENE
City Clerk
62 Til-65

Akw/fod COR PORATION

Tthln^h

Cast Iron fix Steel Boilers fit Furnaces for Coal, Oil, Gas • Radiators
Plumbing Fixtures At Fittings • Air Conditioners • Coal fix Gas Watar
Healers • Copper Pipe fix Fittings • Oil Burners • Heuting Accessories

SHOWROOMS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
Copyright 1940. American Kadlatur A Htanilsrit Sanitary Corporatloa

CITY OF ROCKLAND
A public hearing will be held ln the
Ck y Council Room. Monday. June 3.
1940 at 6 30 o'clock In the afternoon.
IE 8 T.) on the application of The
SamOsrt Company for a Summer hotel
license to aril spirituous and vinous
liquors.
Per Order of Municipal Offlcers
Attest:
E R KEENE.
City Clerk
C2-Th-65

‘Standard
Sets

MUK SMCI SH1K MW RAOUI68

Delivers as much warmth
i old style radiators */j larger

mestic hot water may be in
cluded in nil automatically

fired Ideul Boilers.

Fuel-Saving Warm Air Far-

Distinctive Bathrooms Made

nacet and Air Conditioners i

lasyl From the com
plete line of beautiful
'Standard" Bathtubs,
Closets und Lavatories,
you can select a group to
more than satisfy your
special desires. Available
in white und 11 striking
colors 'Standard" Fix
tures are shown in many
attractive and colorful
bathrooms in the free 64page booklet offered on
this page. Write to our
Pittsburgh Office for your
copy today!

In addition to the com
plete line of Ideal Boilers

Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

I CLAREMONT

ST.
TEL. M2
ROCKLAND, MB.
M-tf

^luttdard" BOSH SS SUM
Brings beauty and efficiency lo the kitchen

A IM™

the
m
Heating
line includes Sunbeam
Warm Air Furnaces nnd
Air Conditioners in all
sizes — all price ranges —
for oil, gus or coal — au
tomatic or hand-fired.
Clean, efficient, economi
cal the Sunbeam unit
you choose will deliver
years ond years of satis
faction and comfort! *

ARCOflAMC RfAIlHC UMI NO. il - A dfhite Bdtor.
Burner Unit lor quality oil hvuting

tha Style in Kitchen
Sinks I ln the complete
line of '$lai»dat*d" kitchen
sinks in white and color,
there’s one to meet your
particular needs and
budget. Each is designed
to bring you tbe utmost
in beauty, efficiency, con
venience. Tbe deep sink
wells, useful spray hose,
handy swinging spout
are just a few of the fea
tures that make kitchen
work easy work!

FRIC 64-PAQK BOOKUTI
Tells the ’’inside story” of Heat
ing, Air Conditioning and Plumb
ing. Beautifully illustrated in full
color. Will help you plan better
comfort for your home. For tree
copy write American Radiator fit
Standard Sanitary Corp., Pitts
burgh. Pa. Or ask your Heating
& Plumbing Contra, tor to shuw
you our complete catalogue.

<£*/»>'Standard" HI0 AMClf BATH America's
imiileil, most distinctive bathtub

ao
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partment. Mrs. Edith Wotton will
be dinner chairman and members
not solicited are requested to fur
ftftftft
nish sweets. Mrs. Genevieve Whit
ft ft ft ft
•*<
ALENA L. STARRETT
more. of Bangor, the Department
MRS. liOLTSE MJUflSi
Hollywood gives us movies which
Correspondent
president, is expected to be present. star dogs, elephants, penguins, and
Correspondent
I
A ft ft ft
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins and even a pig like the one Will Rog
ftftftft.
Tel. 48
son Fred of Camden and Mrs. Annie ers cherished in “State Fair.” But
Wei. 27
A Spear were recent callers on Mr. “Green Acres,” an all-color movie
Citizens who wish to contribute I BRd Mrs. Ezra Savage at Happy now making the rbunds of farm
Mrs. Karl B. Norton and Miss
meetings, is the first one to eleto
the Red Cross may do so at the Hope Farm.
Katherine Gaul of White Plains, N.
local branch of the Knox Count]
Becalw of the Georges Valley
Y. are spending a few days here.
Trust Co.
|
demonstration tonight at
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Kelley of
Mr and Mrs. Frank Rowe were warren Grange, the Boy Scout
Keizer Palls, Ellen Esterbrooks and
in Blue Hill Friday. Mrs Rowe at- session will be put over to WerWalter Adams of Brattleboro. Fla.,
tending the Teachers' Institute, at | nesday at 6.15.
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
i which Payson Smith was tire
under the direction of the teaclrLawrence Weston.
speaker
I ers \jisses Evelyn Smith, Charlotte
NEW SHIPMENT
Mrs. Charles Foote and Charles
The pictures of Ore IStatc Piison Moore and Olenloe
a dfFoote Jr., of Rockland visited Sun
THIS WEEK
I and the Prison farm shown Thurs- I lightful party Was given the prl.
day with Mrs. Arnold Davis.
jday night at the Congregational maries and beginners of the Con
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Waltz have
Brotherhood by Warden Welch gregational Church School Friday vate "Bossy,” the milch cow, to
Sizes
returned from Wollaston and are
stardom. Included in her support
were received with enthusiasm and a(ternoon Games were played and
ing cast are beef cattle, sheep,
at their home at Kaler's Corner.
i a great deal of interest was shown refreshm€nU serveti
12 to 20
hogs, and horses. But “Bossy”
Mrs. Rosetta Packard returned
J by the group of 50 men present
11 the fat lines—and that’s no
The Town Orchestra benefit 1 gets all
Saturday from Wakefield, Mass.,
Mr. Welch was introduced by Dr. dance given Saturday at Glover i joke, as farmers will observe when
where she passed the winter.
Fred G. Campbell. Six new mem- j ha„ wag well attended. The 12- they see the picture at one of their
Mrs. Albert Hammond and Miss
bers were admitted, making a total ! piece orchestra made a fine showing farm meetings.
Jessie Thompson of Freeport, L. I.,
The picture tells the story of pas
membership of 136. The Brother- I under the direction of Mrs. Willis
were recent guests of Miss Grace
hood voted to again sponsor the
«KiVlnal who has worked unselfishly ture improvement which today is
making its way into the front rank
AND
Simmons.
Boy Scout troop, and this commit- !
toward making this orchestra an as- J of up-to-date profitable farming
Miss Frances Harding of Head
tee was re-appointed: Frank D. 1 set to tlie town. Music racks were practices. “Despite the fact that
Tide has been visiting Mrs. Gracia
Rowe, Willis R Vinal, William H novel in decoration with the music pasture is the cheapest feed that
Libby and Miss Clara Gay.
Robinson. George W. Walker, and bars and clefs, on the backs.
can be grown for any kind of live
Mrs. Henry Crowell will be hos
Herbert DeVeber.
Rev. Clark
The postponed meeting of the stock, pasture improvement is just
tess Thursday afternoon to the
French will be Scoutmaster and Woman's Club Study Unit will be beginning to receive the serious at
Susannah Wesley Society.
Robert Russell, assistant Scout held Thursday afternoon at the tention it deserves,” said R. H.
Tlie Styles
The annual meeting of the Ladies'
master. William H Robinson and home of Mrs Everett Cunningham Lush, Pasture Specialist, The Na
tional Fertilizer Association and
Central Cemetery Association will be
Willis R, Vinal were appointed a The civic improvement project co-director of “Green Acrea.” "It
You Want!
held Friday at 2.30 at the home of
committee to plan a mid-summer , ,.ommittee wlu meet W€dnesday aft. is a crop that responds to plant
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay.
outing for the Brotherhood. and|€rnoon at the lwmc of
chaJLr. food, lime, and good management.
at
Miss Isabel Waltz who has been
Results of hundreds of experiments
the organization adjourned for the mgn MUs dances Spear
spending some time in Boston has
rest of the summer. Raymond ' Mrs. Randolph Henderson and son and demonstrations conducted by
Hie Price
Chrysanthemum National
■ U'-’’
returned to her home on Jefferson
Payson
presided at the piano .dur Lou Maurice of Thomaston were State Experiment Stations have
Flower of Ancient Japan
spotlighted ita value to every
You Want!
street.
ing the community sing.
Plants thdt have survived for a I
guests Friday of Mrs. Maurice Cun farmer.”
“Death Warrant” Issues
Everett Welt of Boston spent the thousand years, as has the chrysan- }
Boy Scouts who have passed their ningham.
“Every well-fed cow," said Mr.
When the Animals Are Tenderfoot tests successfully are
weekend with his parents Mr. and themum, gather legends through the I
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bickford and Lush, "eats the equivalent of 100
j centuries. Actually, wf now know :
Mrs. C®bome Welt.
requested
to
be
present
tonight
at
Not Licensed
Mrs S L Bickford of New York pounds of grass a day. The cost
Benjamin Glidden of Melrose ' that our beautiful florist and garden
meeting to fill out papers for |dty
Camden were dinner guests of producing 100 pounds of digesti
i 'mums have evolved from small dai- | The constabulary of every Maine j the
app)jcation of registration to be
visited his father, E. A. Glidden
Saturday
of Mr and Mrs. Charles ble nutrients from oats is $2.02;
I sies of white and yellow, long ago ; city and town turned its attention sent
headquarters so that the
from corn silage $1.54; from corn
over the weekend.
found growing wild in various parte
Hysler.
grain $1.38, while pasture produces
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose of Rock of Asia and the East writes Ruth , this week to the task of bringing to troop may obtain its charter and
this amount for $.64.”
fully recognized at National High School Activities
land were visitors Sunday at the Mosher Place in the Detroit News. count all dogs for which their
ln this column not
The results of 34 experiments toAdvertisements
The
tale-makers
have
other
ideas,
masters
have
not
procured
dog
UHeadquarters
Boys
are
asked
also]
'by
Madeleine
Haskell)
exceed three lines Inserted once lot
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Benner.
also
showed
that
the
cost
of
pro

IS
cenu.
three
times
for SO cents. Ad
j to take the membership fee
i Class and Council elections had ducing 100 pounds of beef on un dltlonal lines five cents each for ont
Mrs. Ralph Simons of Gardiner ' Ancient Chinese chronicles relate censes.
SMALL whfe t-klft found adrift In
that
the
flower
was
formed
from
a
time
10
cents
for
three
times. Five Mussel Ridge Channel
Some time prior to the tenth of
The TJwftnaston, Oarden Club as results: Council—Class of 1941, improved unfertilized pasture was
Ower phone
and Mrs. Everett Maxcey of Au
small words to a line
Persian carnation by a maiden who this month municipal officers isRoekland
58-12 and prove property
meet Thursday at the heme : Leona Jones. Bowdoin Miller and $4.05, while the cost on fertilized
gusta were guests Thursday of Mrs. plucked apart its petals with a gold
I_______ _____________________________61 Al
sued blanket warrants for all dogs| Of Mrs. George Newbert. Each Madeleine Haskell; 1942. Clayton pasture was only $2.71. The same Bt
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ [ NOTTCE—Is hereby given of the loss
E. R. Hunnewell.
hairpin, separating the tight furled
J of deposit book numbered 37851 and
Mrs. Earl Benner and Miss Marion head into many curling feathers. not wearing the triangular state tag member is asked to take a minia-1 Fales and Howard Borneman; 1943. experiments showed that unferti ♦
the owner of said book asks for du
lized pasture produced only 12.6 ♦
plicate tn accordance with the pro
Other
traditions
refer
to
the
supTTie
warrant
specified
that
some
ture
bouquet
in
a
vase.
Leona
Sidelinger
and
Joan
Smith;
Storer were Augusta visitors Satur
vision of the State Law ROCKLAXI)
posed power of the chrysanthe- constable or police ''shall kill or] The sewing circle of Ivy Chapter. I class officers. 1C41, president, Jean- cans of milk per acre, while the 4
SAVINGS
BANK, by Edward J Helller.
day.
« treated pasture made 44 cans.
Treas Rockland. Me . April 23 1940
mum,
insuring
long
life
and
health
{
cause
to
be
killed
all
unlicensed
o
E
S.,
will
meet
this
afternoon
!
ette
Overlock;
vice
president,
David
BRONZE turkey eggs for sale. 25c for
The Top Notch Sewing Club will
Results
of
7
years'
experiments
49-T 55
to its devotees.
•IWhite; secretary. Virginia Moody;
May and June C H WALES Cushing
dogs' and report the names of the with Miss M Grace Walker.
meet Wednesday night with Mrs.
60*82
Around the chrysanthemum the 1 owner of each dog killed to the i « F Haskell who has been 111, ’ treasurer, Kathryn Maxey; 1942. at Tifton, Georgia, show unim Tel Thomaeton 188-41
$$ *
proved pastures produced only 65
Harold David.
Japanese, who brought thia plant
CABBAOE. tomatoes, peppers, pan
♦
I Maine Department iu
of ntutumur
Agriculture i■ ™s
has resumed
station president, Charlotte Moore; vice pounds of beef cattle per acre, sies tuberows begonias and annual I .
resumes his
ms work as siauon
Mrs. Fred Burns. Miss Millicent originally from China, have woven,larpaiiuieui
4
while carpet grass and legume pas plants ready to flower STILES road-| *
side stand, opposite Oakland Park 81*83 |
Burns and Clyde Vannah were in plays and ceremonies. In their art before June first. When the report agent at theWarren M CR R. sta- president. Raymond Jenkins; sec
i
tures fertilized produced 291 pounds
of
flower
arrangement,
the
blooms
(of
the
assessor
and
the
list
of
li■
tion
retary,
Ruth
Starrett;
treasurer.
Portland Sunday to attend the bacORUNO electric refrigerator for sale.
of beef per acre.
are used in symbolic designs. As censes granted fail to coincide it is j New telephones recently Installed j EvelynSmith; 1943,president, Lois
7 cu ft capactty, at a bargain. Cabinet I
FURNITURE wanted to upholster
calaureate services of the gradual- '
like new Some mechanical repairs | called for and delivered T J FLEMthe national flower of^old Japan. ‘necessary to issue this "death war-1 are: Bradley Pipkin, 16-11; George ,Bazemore; vicepresident.
Joan
needed
MRS ROLAND WARE 41 TNG, 19 Birch St. Tel 212-WK
61-tf
ing class Nurses Training School conventional forms of the long pet60 62
Ranquist. 10-2: Charles Libby. 43-2. Smith; secretary. Elizabeth Kennis- give a imovte talk "Fair to Fair" Knox St . Thomaston
MAN wlih good reputation wanted ro
of the Maine General Hospital, Miss I aled types appear in official cere- . rant."
Thursday morning.
LIVE smelts Ior sale, caught et Me learn kuslnesa; must be ready to start
' I C. H Crawford, head of the state ! The first alewives were dipped ! ton; treasurer, Richard Butler.
Shirley Bums being a member of monials and decoration.
Apply at Rockland Ho e*
guntlcook Lake
E OGIER Rockport tt once
By amending the constitution
60-82 Thuraday. 1-1 36 p m only. a-X for
Its
introduction
Into
Europe
came**
dog
licensing
bureau
stated
that
Friday,
the class. Mrs. Bums remained ln 1
FP.ANK BRIOC.S________________ 61 ,;f
TO
BENEFIT
FINLAND
much later. Though records of the 'since the dog control law had been J Each member of E A Starrett and by-laws of the Student CounSODA fountain for sale, electric
Portland for a visit with her sister
MAID wanted for summer people, tn
freezing unit, dishes and syrups
If
chrysanthemum in Holland date ' turned over to the Department of Auxiliary is asked to pass a hand- 1 cil, each class president will auto
taken at once, 8150 complete
468 terview at my home West Rockport,
Mrs. E. M. Dudley and also to at- I
Residents of Long Cove and
near
Post Office Monday. Tuesday and
back to 1790. it was not popularly ac- Agriculture the amount of "dog kerchief Wednesday to Mrs. Shirley matically become member.
MAPs' ST__________________________ 60*62
Wednesday evening. 5-7 p m ROBERT
tend graduation exercises which claimed until the Englishman. Rob
Vicinity Will Hold Sale Saturday
NUTT
__________
59-61
Bowley
for
the
benefit
of
the
de-1
Wilbur
Senter
of
Rockland
will
damage ’ payments has been subICE-box iWhite Mountain! for sale:
will be held Wednesday.
at Warren Town Hall
I
ert Fortune, brought back specks.
.
......
.
Ivor-- and green, used one vear BERT
EXPERIENCED chambermaid want
mens of the glorious court chrysan- 14,11 lav decreased He claims that
I BROWN 568 Main St City
61*63 ed; U not experienced do not applv
Write "O C .' Warren, Me
60 62
themums of Japan in 1860. Ameri- this is primarily due to elimination
There will be presented to the
TURKEY poults and eggs for sale.
APPLETON RIDGE
HOU SEKEEPKk wanted at 15 Lisle St
Hollaed, white, burbon red. and bronze
can chrysanthemum history may be of the large number of dogs unlipublic
next
Saturday
in
Town
hall,
to
live
In
61-63
407 PLEASANT ST
61-63
Callers recently on Mr. and Mrs. said to have begun 60 years ago censed when the law was enforced
“DOWN EASTERS” IN PERSON
PISH llvera wanted—cod. haddock.
Warren, at 8 DST., an opportunity
BOATS,
sail.
Inboard,
outboard,
Prank Hart were: Mrs. Nina Hart, when Elmer D. Smith of Adrian be- j by municipalities.
canoes: also truck stake body 8x9 ft., pollock, hake, bought at highest .prices
at Sim's Lobster Shop In Snow’s Ship
for
buying
handmade
articles
of
a
Mrs. Erma Robbins and daughters 1 gan importing chrysanthemum*
o-'-ina!
price
6125.
now
630
KENNETH
He qUoted from the chapter 5 of
61*66 Yard and Ralph Simmons, Port Clyde
.
large variety, for the homes, articles KNIGHT Rockport
of Ghent, Mr. and Mrs. Silvio Roy from the Orient Now our Ameri____ ________________________________ 59*61
can hybrids go back to Japan and revlsed sututes of Main,‘ as fo1’
T'VO
commandry
uniforms
for
sale.
crocheted.
woven,
embroidered 27 Fulton St . TEL 599-M
AMA J'ECR Artists—Compete for Free
and children of Thomaston.
61-63
lows:
"Constables
and
police
officers
China.
--------------------------------------------------- .Art Course I Value 82151. Write today
carved, braided and made in other —
•Mrs. Evelyn Pitman, Mrs. Bertha
SIX-room
cottage
at
Coopers
Beach
for
Free Test. Give age and occupaShall and any other may enter com
sale or to let for season, llgh s. fire-. tion. *'F. S " care The Couler-Oazette
ways by the friends of Finland of for
Wentworth attended the District •
~
place,
water
TEL
178-R.
55
Masonic
|
58-63
plaints against owners or keepers of
Longcove and vicinity, also dona St
meeting of the Rebekahs Saturday in preparation for field day.
81 83 | WOMAN cook wanted. 30-45. for sumunlicensed dogs. Whoever keeps a
HOME of late Albion Palmer for sale, mer people
Must have best of referin Waldoboro.
Dorothy Salo, Gwendolyn Esancy
tions by the children of the Public
dog contrary to this chapter shall
10 Jefferson St.fruit trees and garden 1 ences as to ablllgy, character, health,
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and Mrs. and Damon Oushee represented
Park Department of New York City. spot. InquireOSMOND PALMER. 12 etc Will Interview at iny home near
forfeit ten dollars and In addition
61-tf Post Oflfcte. West Rockport between 5
Chrystal Pennington and friends 1 Appleton at the Liberty. Appleton,
The entire proceeds will be sent to Knox St
and 6 p m . on —
»
_
Mnndaw,
Tuesdav
NEW milch row for sale, four years
of Bangor were recent guests at Washington Interscholastlc Speatf khall pay the cost of prosecution."
Finland to aid in relieving the dis old. also pasturage for young stock Wednesdays. Thuradays ROBERT NUTT
Crawford pointed out that al
56-61
E KEIZER. 400 Upper Pleasant St .
ing Contest, held May 10 in Wash
tressed and the homeless of which E
W M. Newbert's.
City________________________________ 60-62
though it has not been necessary
ington.
Damon
Gushee
brought
there
are
approximately
500,000.
IMrs. Louise Eugley of Lincolnville
TOY puppies for sale Pom and Pekes. •
and Mrs. Esther Robinson of Bath : home
second PIacc CUP for boy8' to "enforce the law to the letter"
Even the men will not have to price reasonable. 42 Fulton St.. Tel ;
960-R
60 62 •
his
office
was
ready
to
aid
local
were visitors recently at the
Appleton girls, although doing
stay away from this affair as there
HOUSE for sale at Lincolnville Beach
officers
ln
licensing
all
dogs.
home of their mother Mrs. Bertha a creditable I0*5
their selec'
will be articles which will even fas Route 1. 9 rooms, bath, hot wa’er heat Rc»****«***<»«*t|
er lights artesian well, fireplace suntions, received no cups, in the close,
Wentworth.
cinate them. Of course, a Finnish parlor. garage FRANK B FRENCH
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove 8t
TH
81 -tf 579-W MRS FIORA COLI.CNS
competition; but all contestants
57-tf
time would not be complete without Tel R86-R. City.
WEST WASHINGTON
High School Notes
19X5 CHEVROLET four door sedan
ceived medals.
FURNISHED rooms to let
MR'.
the customary coffee table which for sale, ln fine condition; owned and
Mr. and Mrs Irving Powell of
BALL. 36 Orove Bt , Tel. I82-.T, CICv
The baseball team journeyed to
The French classes, under the' Union have moved to the Horace
61-63
will feature the well known coffee driven by woman Tel 301-J
60-62
Warren, May 6 to suffer defeat at direction of Miss Hilda Weymouth
sea sled outboard motor boat
TWO furnished moms for
light
bread and other niceties. For the w»14-FT
Turner house.
‘h 12 h. p Indian motor, complete housekeeping to let. suitable for onthe hands of the Warren High put on three skits in French for
evenings entertainment there will DUNN * EIJ.IOT CO . T7ioma-ton 60-62 or two persons. 14 BROAD ST
61 -63
,
Charles
Bowman
is
receiving
sur

team. Appleton boys will go to 1 assembly Friday. Those taking part
PIOS for sale. Chester Whites. 6 weeks
MODERN apaicment to let. five rooms
be a short program, and dancing old:
85.
EARL ftPROW1, Appleton and bath 109 Park 8 H HALL 81-63
Washington, Tuesday and Union j were: Esther Wadsworth. Jesse Ar- gical treatments in Boston.
will be on EST. Everyone is in Ridge______________________________ 61P62
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Swett
have
TO let on Orient 8t. six-room un
comcs to Appleton Thursday.
j rington, Dorothy Gushee, Richard
DARK loam for sale, 82 load del. ln furnished apartment with bath; threevited to come.—adv?
Rockland and Thomaoton
For flowers room unfurnished apartment
The Warren team came to Ap- Sukcforth, Freddie Zacliowski, Ma moved to Mrs. Beldon’s farm
wt h
and lawns
WILLIAM
ANDERSON bath; five room, partially furnished,
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner
pleton May 13 for the return game bel Fitzgerald. Jennie Edgecomb.
West Meadow Rd Tel 23-W
57-62 with flush; rent reawnab'e to reliable
Hockey stars are driving taxis in
BIRD houses, flower trellises, garden tenants. L. A THURSTON Tel 1159
and also brought a girls' softball Mildred Griffin, Dorothy Salo Car- and son Vincent of Middletown,
fencing for sale, big assortment to pick
60-62
Conn.,
and
Mrs.
Albert
Marriner
of
England.
team. The girls' game resulted in olyn Hart, Thelma Linscott, Leatfrom, or build to your order RAYE'S
THREE room furnished apartment to
WOODCRAFT SHOP 14 Prescott St
a defeat for Appleton 35-16, but'rice Cunningham and Damon Searsmont were supper guests last
let
MRS MADDOCKS. upper Camden
57-62 St . Tel. 271-J.
60-62
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
provided good practice for the girls Gushee.
CERTIFIED Oreen Mountain seed po
APARTMENT to let furnished and
Wellman.
tatoes for sale. 81 35 per bushel E O heated at 14 MASONIC ST
60-62
SPROWL. Searsmont. Me
56-61
Donald Anderson, son of Mr. and
FTVE-room tenement to let: $12
RELIABLE
seeds
of
all
kinds
at
the
Mrs. Donna Anderson, ls a patient
* .. - ---------------------- a oldest seed store tn the city. C. C. TIB month 10 FULTON ST. Tel 1017-J
59-t*
at Knox Hospital for treatment,
PERMANENT waves for white hair by BETTS, 288 Main St., opposite Hotel
FOUR-room furnished ramp to K;
Rockland
58-tf
“THE HOUSE ACROSS THE BAY”
remote
control.
65
to
87
Other
per

Mrs. Lottie Bowman, who has
electricity Write or call South Cush7,eke and his banjo of the “Down Easters,” WCSH radio hillbilly show manents, 83 up AL'S HAIRDRESSING
FERTILIZER, bone meal, sheep man
been seriously ill, is gaining fast Thursday for one day only, with four big shows at 2.00, 4.00, 6.45, 8.45, with SALON. 286 Main street, Te! 826, City ure. nitrate of soda, same brands as I Ing POST OFFICE_________________ 69-61
55-65 have sold past years. Delivery service
SEVEN-room furnished house to let.
and will soon be able to be about the 4 o'clock show for the school children, with feature Ski Patrol, four
58 Rankin St. during July and Au
MEN! WOMEN! WANT VIM’ Take raw V. L PACKARD. 45 Granite St.. Tel at
gust;
also 5x7 all wool bunting Ameri
extra cartoons, 10 cents.—adv.
347
M
55-tf
again.
oyster concentrates, stimulants and
can
Flag for sale. Inquire 58 Rankin
other tonics tn O6TREX tablets to pep
FORD 1934 sport coupe for sale, good St. TEL.
Mrs. Mildred Johnston and Mrs.
1153-M, City
59-61
ON TIIE SCREEN
up body
Often needed after 40—by condition throughout; excellent power;
bodies lacking Iron, calcium, phos very economical service
Pour new
FURNISHED apt to let. stallable
Sheldon Wright of Jefferson visited
phorus. Iodine. Vitamin BL Oet 35c tires and week-old battery For quick Mav 1 Oarage MRS A C JONES. 5
last Saturday with Mrs. Lizzie Well
size today Call, write C. H MOOR & sale. 8200 cash. TEL. Lincolnville one Talbot Ave . Tel 576.
52 tf
CO . and all other good drug stores
five ring two. _____________________ 59-61
THREE-room apt comfortably fur
man.
53-65

WALDOBORO. >

KNOX COUNTY CHURCHES

MOVIE FEATURES
PASTURE PROFITS

WARREN

Softer Crane Company
GRADUATION DRESSES!

EVENING DRESSES!

*7.95

Dog Control Law

an(i

In Everybody’s Column

•LOST AND FOUND;
!$*****••*’»*■»*♦♦>

FOR SALE

»

WANTED

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

•

TO LET

ztf

! MISCELLANEOUS •

STRAND THEATRE WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y

EAST LIBERTY
Mr. and Mrs. Westbra Bowley
have employment in Stratton. N. H.
Rev. and Mrs. WiU Kelly of Oak
land were visitors Sunday at the
home of her brother Herbert Skin

LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re
paired. called for and delivered. Tel.
20.5. H H CRIE CO . 328 Main St 53-tf
WASTE and ashes removed reason
able rates, dependable service. STAN
HALL. Tel 311 or call at Hall’a service
station Main and Winter Ste
53-tf
CALL Rockland Sanitary Servloe foi
dependable hauling waste and ashes
ARTHUR ADOIFHSEN Tel 1399 14-tf

ner.

lt’» Joan Bennett’i alluring beauty which captivates George Raft and

starts an exciting romance in Walter Wanger’t.“The House Across the

Vaughn Stevens is boarding with
Bt
Mrs. Laurence Colby.
Roger Norwood received a bad
angle sprain recently while play
ing baseball at Walker High School.
Orrin W. Ripley recently pre
sented to the South Montvillc Bap
tist Church and Sunday School a
generous gift of money ln memory
:
. w, ;. ju
of his wife, the late Minnie Ripley.
At the final speaking contest of
Liberty, Appleton and Washington
High School held at Washington
May 10, the first prizes were award
ed to Cleola Stevens and Roger Luli Deste, Philip Dorn and John Ellis in Universal’s romantic action
llrama, “Ski Patrol,”—adv,
Norwood of Walker High, liberty.

Belgian Stallion
Bell Boy
Registered number I 7645
will stand for service of
stud at Rose Hill Farm,
Owls Head, Maine. For
information and appoint
ment call Rockland 292-R
Horses are coming back. Teste
have shown that horse power on
the farm Is one-thtrd cheaper than
tractors.

53-65

COCKER Spaniels for sale.
A K C.
registered. Come and see them 8 E
TARR. Warren
59-61
HOUSE for sale. 41 Admontem Ave
9 rooms, hardwood flntah. fine condi
tion Inside and out. garage, large lot
land, fruit trees, low price for quick
sale
W. S. BURNS. 49 Cedar St.. Tel
30S-M
59-61
CALVIN L BRAGG * SONS
New
and used automobile parts for sale.
TEL 135-11. Waldoboro.
59-70
DRY fitted hard wood for sale. 810;
Junks, 810; dry soft wood, slabs, kin
dling; dry pine boards under cover. T
J CARROLL. East Warren, Tel, Rock
land 263-21
5341
COOK stoves for sale. 810 and up;
all kinds of heaters C. E OROTTON
138 Camden St . Tel. 1091 -W
51 tf
FOUR acres of shore property for
sale with chalet. 20 ft. by 20 ft Nice
fire place
Well wooded
At Ballard
Park Apply C. M BLAKE. Wallpaper
Main St.
store.
BRECKS tested seeds for sale H H
CRIE CO . 238 Main St.. Rockland 45-ttf
D. 6c H. hard coal, egg. stove, nut
814.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
88 per ton, del Nut size New River soft,
not screened 89 ton del.; screened, 610
ton del.
Ask for swap for cash
tickets. U. B. 6c C. O. FERRY, 519 Mats
St.. Tel. 487.
53-tf

nished with toilet. Inquire 12 Kuox 8t
TEL 156-W
41-tf
_____________

api

Warren St. Apply to 11 JAMES 8T
__________________________________ 50 It
HARDWARE store Ior sale or to let,
with fixtures, shelves, etc. F M TIB
BETTS. 18 Washington St . Camden
46-tf
apartr

$3 50 week
V. F. STUDLEY, 77 Park
St . TEL 330 or 1154.
55-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern
Apply at Camden and Rock
land Water Co., TEL 634
53-tf
FURNISHED rooms to let
deetr
able location
MRS A. C. JONES. 5
Talbot Ave., Tel. 578
126-M

SELL wiik
WANT-ADS
The well-intentioned, goodly get
far better skipped than

HARD wood per foot, fitted. 81.25 is usually
Sawed. $1.15, long, $1.06. M. B. 6C O. O.
FERRY, W WT
- M.-« skimped-
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and drain well. Arrange them in a
salad bowl with the cress. Add thc
slices of onion and pour French
J dressing over all.

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC. Boston:
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

MENU
Breakfast
Rhubarb Sauce
Wheatena

The Brewster bill to authorize the given specialized and post-graduate
Navy to make available a decom training. They are drawn largely
We have so many requests about on Friday herself. From then on.
Toasted Presto Corn Muffins
missioned ship for na”tical trainin'1! from graduates of the Maritime
menu-planning
for families or busi meal getting is extremely simple. !
■Broiled Bacon
in Maine was tlie subject of a rather Commission's cadet training courses,
Sundays I reheat the roast we've j
Strawberry Jam
ness couples who weekend in the
extended report by the United the Stale Nautical Schools, and
brought down and have fresh green '
Coffee
States Maritime Commission of other approved educational lnstitucountry and must schedule suppl'es vegetables and parslted new pota
Lunch
which former Congressman E. Carl. tions, the curricula of which Include
and time, too. if they're to have any toes (again out of the garden* with
Split Pea Soup
Moran, Jr., of Rcckland. is now a the required nautical subjects,
rest and recreation that we thougnt a garden salad, baker s rolls re
member. While thc commission war,' The United States Maritime ServToasted Cheese
you might be interested In plans heated and more relishes and such.
and Olive Sandwiches
not disposed to recommend the Ice, maintained by the Maritime
For dessert, we lean on shortcakes j
Cookies
we've worked out for ourselves.
establishment of such a school at Commission and administered for lt
or Ice cream with fruit sauce—all.
Tetley Tea
the present time on account of the by the United States Coast Ouard.
We stock the kitchen of our little
dishes I can get ready on short orDinner
newly established training facili- gives training to both licensed and
house early in the Spring with1 del. as you can
•Baked Birds Eye Haddock.
ties which are now tn operation the unlicensed personnel uho have alstaples. Sugar, spices, flour maca-1 one last thing I do before dc- j
Mushroom Dressing
Commission at thc same time Tcog- ready had the required merchant
roni and such so we have the "mak- parting ls to check m.v staple supButtered Asparagus
nlzed the changing conditions and marine experience. This training
lngs" of most meals. These we store! Piles to see what must be replaced
•Cress and Dandelion Salad
the hope for expansion of American assists ln equipping qualified un
,
. .
T __ ___ ! before the next weekend. This is
Welch Grape Juice Sherbet
shipping (and other factors which licensed seamen to pass examinaln airtight containers. IT keep
—my
---important, and a Job I never miss.
Coffee
may ln the future indicate the reed tions to secure licenses, thus adding
eye out for bargains in canned |
• Recipes given.
Pot
O
’
Gold
Punch
for increased training facilities.
[ to the officer personnel. It also asvegetables such as tomatoes, com
i 3 cups pineapple juice
The report of the U. S. Maritime »»»ts present licensed officers ln
and peas and for canned fruit. If 2 cups orange Juice
Thc secret of a long, useful and
Commission addressed to Congress- Qualifying them to pass examinapossible we buy these in case or 3 cups ginger ale
happy life seems to lie in keeping
man S O Bland, chairman of the tions for higher ratings, thereby
half-case lots, and have them sent
so busy working that one has no
1 orange
Committee on Merchant Marine and creating vacancies in junior officer
.
. .. „ . . j
i. J directly to our weekend house.
positions.
time left for worrying.
Chill
fruit
juices
and
ginger
ale.
The Ken MacKenzie New Radio and Stage Show who will appear in person at the Rockland Community
'
Fisheries, was as follows:
"In your communication, dated The Commission is of the opinion Building. Thursday. May 23. with two shows. A special children’s matinee at 4.00 P. M. Evening show at Canned and bottled fruit Juice Combine just before serving. Serve
comes under tills heading, so do in punch bowl with cracked ice.
April 19, 1910, you requested the that the present facilities for train 8.15. Plus “Patches.” the Wonder Dog. “Beverlj," the prairie sweetheart.—adv.
— - -------- canned corned and roast beef hash, Slice orange thin; cut ln fancy
Commission's views and recommen ing, enumerated above, are sufficient,
canned meats, relishes, spreads, etc. shapes; float on punch. Serves 12.
dations with respect to H R. 9148. at this time, to meet the require
and all the proved labor saving,
ments
for
officer
personnel
replace

a bill—To extend the provisions of
Raked Haddock, Mushroom Drcosing
time saving prepared products.
ments
in
our
Merchant
Marine.
For
the Act entitled An Act for the
2 packages Birds Eye fillet of
Build up rich red blood!
Once
we
have
opened
the
house,
District
Meeting
Attended
establishment of marine schools, and that reason- “ d<*‘ not favor the <
haddock
Lydia E. Plnkham'a Vegetable Com
By
THE
W.
C.
T.
U.
I
have
a
plan
worked
out
for
adMRS OSCAR C LANE
By a Hundred Visitors
pound TABLETS help relieve
for other purposes.' approved March 1 establishment now of any additional
Salt and pepper
monthly dlatreaa with Ita nervoua
JF
THE
Amercian
public
has
the
vancc
preparations
and
ineal-get
State Nautical Schools. Changing
Correspondent
—Notables Present
apella due to functional dlaordera.
4. 1911, to marine schools in the
1
cup
chopped
mushrooms
facts,
no
one
need
worry
about
ting
that
bas
given
me
many
an
ALSO Wonderful to help build red
conditions the hoped-for expansion
State of Maine.”
l'i tablespoons chopped onion
(hf garden Bolh my
blood which means more energy,
Allen Drake, who passed the Win- j Rockbound Rebekah Lodge of the public's final decision on any pxtra hQUr
of
American
shipping,
and
other
rosier cheeks. redder lips, brighter
problem of great social importance!
Tlie bill amends the existing law
3 tablespoons Iand O' Lakes but
ryes
I WOKTH TRYING I
But
the
public
must
have
all
the
hu
‘
band
and
1
are
°®
ce
workt
'
rs
factors
may,
in
the
future,
indicate
ter
in
Florida,
has
arrived
at
his
Stonington
was
ihostess
last
Tues• Act of March 4, 1911; 34 U. S. C.
ter
and
depart
Friday
evening
for
the
the
necessity
for
increased
training
summer home "Tlie Breakers "
day (O iqo visiting numbers of the facta.
112U by including therein any such
1 teaspoon salt
This has not been true in the case little house. Often we take guests
Mrs Willard Brown and family Lodges of District 23. Tlie sessions
port in the State of Maine as may be facilities.
«■„ teaspoon pepper
of
the
alcohol
question
since
men
with
us,
or
they
come
on
Saturday
This
report
has
been
submitted
to
left Friday for Cleveland. Ohio. They
wlth Districl
designated by the Legislature of the
AS YOUR DOCTOR
1 teaspoon chopped parsley
of
great
wealth
and
their
propaganmorning.
So.
on
Thursday
mornState of Maine, as one of the ports the Director of the Bureau of the have been at their cottage "The
1 tablespoon water
dists
began
in
the
late
20s
an
atjng
jmake
a
menu
schedule
for
the
PRESCRIBES—
Lookout
”
at
Shore
Acres,
for
the
denl
««««*
Walla
<*
Presiding,
to which the Secretary of the Navy Budget and thc Commission is now
1 '■» cups fine bread crumbs
gT0"
is authorized and empowered tu j advised that there would be no ob- past month.
1 An address of welcome was given '“^"intelligent Amcrican'public. entire weekend* ,nake °“l
Place fillets (frozen or thawed• ln J
fumlsh a suitable vessel of the Unction to its submission to your
Mrs. Vernard Warren, daughter' by Annie Richards, noble grand especially small city and rural resi- eery list for all except fresh vege- buttered shallow baking dish. |
Navy, with all her apparel, charts, committee.
Mrs. Theron Smith and son Donald with a response by Helen Freethy, dents, can not long be fooled by one- tables and send it on a postcard to Sprinkle with salt and pepper and i
sided propaganda. John Q. Public the local grocer. He fills the order
E.
S.
Land.
books, and instruments of naviga
went yesterday to Belfast.
noble grand of center Harbor has a habit—rather disconcerting and delivers it on Saturday morn- spread with the dressing. Bake in
Chairman, U. S. Maritime Com.
tion. for the promotion of nautical
The public supper sponsored b' Lodge, Brooklin. Certificates of to the stump-shouters—of looking .
j. haye g standjng order with a model ate oven <375 degrees F.l
education, provided the vessel can
the High School baseball team, Fri- perfection were awarded to Helen claims squarely in the face to see
” man {of daln, supplies. 35 to 45 minutes. Serves four.
be spared without detriment to ’he PLEASANT POINT
day at Union Church vestry, netted
nobie grand. Elsie Bryant how sound
are and of Jud8‘ng
these claims on the'basis'of'h« milk, cream, butter and cheese and To make the dressing saute the
naval service, such vessel to be used
Mrs. Lettie Young ls 111 at the a substantial sum.
mushrooms and onion in the butter
)Musl nobie grand both* of Rockbound own experience.
leave a note out Friday night for
for the benefit of any nautical home of her sister Mrs. Levi Ulmer.
5 minutes. Add remaining ingre
Miss Virginia White has returned Lodge and Evelyn Candage, noble
For
65
years
the
W.
C.
T.
U.
has
him
to
get
early
Saturday
morning
school or school or college having a
Mr and Mrs. Homer Marshall from Augusta where she visited her grand of Mountain Lodge of Blue
fought for one goal—To build up and j Then on Friday my housekeeper dients and mix lightly with a fork.
nautical branch established at the who were recent Camden visitors great-aunt. Mrs. Julia Lyons, for- bill.
protect the American home, The
-“- ! reverses her usual cleaning day [Cress and Dandelion Salad
port, upon the condition that there were also callers on Nellie Davis.
# cftke onf
tw£)
merly of this place.
• District reports were made and W. C. T. U members—and million,
1 cup watercress
shall oe maintained at such port a I Edw. Maloney celebrated his
of others for that matter—believe **
Mrs. Maude Davis and grandson addresses given by various dlstin- liquor
1 cup dandelion greens
and its many fellow traveler. batches of cookies, two loaves of
school or branch of a school for the ' blrthday recently with 15 relatives Henry Ewell. expect to leave Wed- guished guests. The banquet com
Recovery is hastened by an ae6 thin slices raw onion
of social disease, poverty, drug- quick breads such as banana bread
eurately compounded prescrip
Instruction of youths in navigation, [ and frlends present who gave him J “p^day "for
a visit with relatives in mittee was Helen Robbins, Elsie addiction, and polluted politics, are and nut bread, makes a big kettle French dressing
tion! You can rely on our phar
steamship-marine engineering, and a surprise party. He was the re- Auburn.
Bryant, 'Annie Richards, Vallie the deadliest enemies of the Ameri- Of stew or chowder or soup and
The dandelion should be fresh and maceutical expertness, and on the
all matters pertaining to the proper clplen. & Iour birthday cakes
1 packs it in the gallon thermos jug. young. Wash the leaves carefully fresh potency of our drugs.
Rehearsal of work fcr the officers Smith. Myrtle Billings, Bessie Jud- can home.
construction, equipment, and sail- among o.h£r gifts.:
For 65 years the W. C. T. U. has ghe often coo);s a ham or roast for.
of Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge kins, Josie Sellers. Lucy Williams
PHONE II15-W
ing of vessels.
the
Miss Edith Stevens a teacher in will be held Wednesday at 8 p.m. ' The waitresses were; Hester War studied
.
uie liquor
M
•problem from all Cold meats In addition, we take i
angles.
Since
repeal
in
1933
this
The Act of March 4. 1911. ln Its South Berwick .spent Mother's Day
RADIO
REPAIRING
ren, Vesta Webb, Alda Small. MuA special meeting of Ocean Bound
study has been concentrated on the , a Quart thermos of coffee and one,
All makes serviced and recon
present form, authorizes the Secre- wiUl he, parents Mr and Mrs. Rayriel Judkins, Bessie Gray.
Rebekah
Lodge
will
be
held
Thurs

scientific aspects of alcohol.
J ol milk. This fits into a cardboard: ditioned. Estimates free. Tubes
tary of the Navy to furnish, upon bert Stevens.
In the evening a beautiful memo
CUT RATE
The world has made enormous ad carton and the carton fits in the : tested free of charge. "Swap Fee
day to entertain the assembly
the application of the Governor of a
Mrs. Mildred Marshall was guest officers: President. Jesse Colburn, rial service was conducted by Noko vances during those 65 years in all trunk of the car. Thus armed we Cash” Tickets given.
DRUG STORE
State, a suitable vessel of the Navy recently cf Miss Helen Hahn in
MAINE MUSIC CO.
D.DP Lillian Oray. A covered mis Lodge, Ellsworth and the degree branches of science and research. are ready for our weekend. If the
300 MAIN ST. CORNER PARK
to be used for the benefit of any Thomaston.
Frank Winchenbach, Service
Yet not one fact has been devnb
of thp
js nw worklng
exemplified
by
Mountain
Lodge
of
ROCKLAND, ME.
dish suppei will be served at 6.30 by
DepL
3Th-tf
nautical school, or school or college
Fred Geyer and Fred Olson have the committee. Se-phronia Tolman. Bluehill. Florence Wallace, district oped in all that time to disprove
the
assertion
that
beverage
alcohol
outside
the
home
she
could
do
this
having a nautical branch, established > employment on road construction. |
deputy president, presented gifts to
at one of thc following ports: Boston, i Mrs. Florence Orne w’as a recent Gertrude Sellers, B-ntna Arey. Rae the assembly president and her is the greatest single enemy of man
Philbrook.
and of society.
Philadelphia. New York. Beattie 'cal|CT on Mrs. Florence Oeyer.
marshal and in turn received gifts
John Q. Public, when he has thc
Mrs.
L.
iR.
Smith
has
returned
San Francisco. Baltimore. Detroit, j Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Simmons
from Helen Robbins, noble grand straight facts, will know how to deal
Saginaw, Michigan. Norfolk, and j and son conley of Friendship were from Portland where she spent the Other distinguished guests were with alcohol, just like he has dealt
Winter. Enroute she visited iMrs.
Corpus Christi, upon the condition visitors at Fred Geyers recently.
Marshal Myrtle Parent; P. P. Vir with other social menaces such as
that there shall be maintained at Mr. and Mrs. Walter Irish of Julia Lyons and Mr. and Mrs. Ray ginia Holbrook and Mrs. Fannie white slavery, opium, and mari
such ports a school, or branch of a south Portland spent Mothers mond Briggs in Augusta.
Oreely all of Bangor and Augusta juana.
In cooperation with this and other
Wehdail Coombs returned Satur- I
school, for nautical instruction. The
wjth her parents, Mr. and
Jenkins of Brewer. The musician > newspapers, .i.
thc w
W. rC. m
T. it
U. nas
proposed bill would amend this sec Mrs. A. T. Seavey. Mrs. Sarah day from Whitinsville. Mass.
for
the
afternoon
was
Sadie
Eaton
launched
a
program
to
give
the baMr.
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Sprague
.
tion by adding thereto a port in the Seavey who spent the winter in
came Saturday from Boston. They I and for the evening Katherine sic, uncolored facts to John Q. Pub
State of Maine.
lic. Given the basic facts, it will
i Cleveland.
Portland returned home with them.
AND THIS
will occupy thc MacDonald Apart
As directed by law. thc Maritime
The many guests appreciated the be up to John Q. Public to act.
Mrs Evelyn Lufkin returned home
Commission is engaged in develop last Tuesday having been guest of ment on Main street.
hcspitality and declared this to be
Mrs. Florence Spears and sister
G-Man Hoover Knows.
ing and co-ordinating activities con her cousin ln Rockland. She also
one of the most, .successful district
Miss Louise Philbrock. have returned
A popular misbelief, encouraged
nected with training personnel for visited her uncles, Oscar and
meetings on record.
by the liquor propagandists, is that
from Hyde Park. Mass.
the American Merchant Marine.
George Bilideau In Prospect.
crime reached an all-time high dur
Mrs. Mary Daniels of Boston is
A Regular $14.90
At the present time there are four
Mr and Mrs. Jesse Inabinet and
ing prohibition years.
OWL’S HEAD
guest of Mrs. Edith Vinal.
J. Edgar Hoover, director of the
Combination Value
marine schools (known generally as family of St. Oeorge were guests
It was a real surprise to the brideMrs Ernest Macintosh entertained
Bureau of Investigation.
State Nautical Schools! operating recently of Mrs. James Seavey. Mr the Antique Club Monday at Camp . elect. Madeline Coffey, to step into Federal
knows the facts
under the provisions of tlie Act, the and Mrs. Seavey were callers re Merrie Mac's at Shore Acres.
| the Town hall Friday night and |
Three years after repeal, before
proposed amendment to which is the cently at Leslie Seavey's.
Union Church Circle will meet find 60 friends and relatives from | the International Association of
subject of this report. These are lo
Ansel Orne and Frank Haw Tlnirsday at thc vestry and will j this town and Rockland, there to Chiefs of Police on Sept. 22. 1936.
cated at Boston. New York. Phila thorne are building a log cabin serve supper at 5 30
greet, her. She also found a ma- in Kansas City, Mo., he described
delphia and San Francisco. A fifth here for Hilda Oeorge of Thom
Commencement exercises of VI-1 hogany piecrust table and tabic ''The last three years.” as "the most
terrible period of criminal history in
ol such schools was formerly estab aston
nalliavcn High School will be held lamp awaiting her. Miss Coffey
lished at Seattle, but was subse Mr. and (Mrs. Lawreston Creamer June 13 at 8 o'clock in Memorial has been a successful and popular the life of America . . .” and added,
"the forces of law enforcement dur
quently abolished
are visitors at the Riley Davis home hall. The class motto is "Tonight teacher ln local schools for the j ing these years are being challenged
The Maritime Commission malnMr and Mrs. Henry Sukcforth of we Take OfT; Where Shall We pa'st six years, and has won the es- j on all sides by criminal hordes.”
tains two training services. Onc ol ■ Rockland were callers last Tuesday land?” Colors, red and white; teem and affection of parents and and "in recent years . . . youth
these is it; Cadet Training System, I at Mrs. Lucy Young s,
flower, Lily of the Valley Class roll: pupils. Her approaching marriage has been drifting deeper into
under which young American citi-1 a crew of local men arc cutting Kenneth B. Calderwood. Rebecca C ' to James Pillsbury cf Gorham will crime.”
zens who qualify in national com-: pulp wood on Gay Island.
Duncan. Evelyn Dunlap, George B. I be in the early summer, and she
pelitivc -xamlnations are given a J Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Morse: Dyer. Miriam Greenleaf. Harold carries thc best wishes of thc townsWhen a young Finn fell in love
four-ycar course of training (three j who spent the past winter in Thom- 1 Haskell. Grorge I awry. F.uth Lyford, people to her new home.
and decided to go courting, the first
years at sea and onc ashore I io aston have returned home.
Norma MacDonald. Carl Nelson.
A fine braided rug, presented to ' sleP was to weave a rug for his
equip them to become licensed offic
Dana Herrick who has been enn- Willie Olson. Constance Orcutt. Ani- the Timber Hill School by Mrs. bride to be.
ers. This system also includes Cadet plovcd by Leslie Young has re- ' brose Peterson. Jr.. Fabian Rosen. Robarts. to help pay for a set of
Officers, i. c.. graduate cadets who, turned to be near Mr. Herrick who Jr.. Edward H. Smith. Alma L. Wald new encyclopedias, was won by
Tlie average age of a lobster is
after examination, have secured is a patient at Camden Community man, Newman M. Walls, James H Helen Ross
30 years.
•^licenses as junior officers in thc Hospital.
Webster.
Inspector George Shaw of the
Merchant Marine but have not as
Tlie school children and several
Ivan Nickerson, who ls home from state Highway Division will show
New Undtr-arm
yet taken positions under their others were vaccinated Wednesday Springfield. Mass., for a short vaca- pictures on Safety at thc Town hall,
S modern as tomorrow, this combination
licenses. Tlie Cadet Officer status for small-pox.
tion with his parents. Capt. and Wednesday at 7 30. Mr. Shaw has Cream Deodorant
(- makes the most sensational ironing offer
is lost when they arc employed os Lawrence Stlmpson, Leslie Young, Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, wa.t guest a fblc „rOgram of pictures. This
General Electric ever produced. Sooner or
junior effleers. Cadet Officers are. Dana Herrick and LeRoy Seavey speaker Sunday night at Union | Ls frw. to all> and lt u hopcd many
later you’ll come to this way of ironing. Be
Stops Perspiration
, attended the fishermen meeting held Church and delivered a fine address. wm attend.
wise, do it now. See for yourself all the fea
tures and advantages. Get your ALL-Metal,
' last Tuesday In Friendship.
Mrs. Flora Brown and Harry L.| The Timber Hill School has 20
Vapor-vented Ironing Board, and big G-E
| H. Lunt has returned to Gay Coombs sang a duet. Thc choir sang seven-point pupils, and 23 holding
Dial-the-Fabric Iron TODAY!
VINALHAVEN AND j Lsland for the summer,
the anthem. "In the Homeland ” j dental certificates.
The sevenj
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvah
Carle
have
wlth
duct,
by
O.
Ernest
Arey
and
Pointers
are:
Clifton
Ross,
Charles
0-1 ALL MITAL IRONING BOARD
ROCKLAND
Mr. Coombs. .Miss Louise Burgess
Wanda
Woodley
returned home for the summer.
G-l DIAL-THI-FABRIC IRON
Here
is a smart new ironing table that ob
STEAMBOAT CO.
was organist
[Woodley. Sullivan Reed, Bernard
This is a new Automatic of thc famous G-E
solete! all ironing boards now in use.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Iceland has established direct I William Merrlthew
iron line that has brought efficient ironing
[Raynes. Albert iMacPhail. Jr.,
★ See thv perforations that permit steam to escape
shipping connections with the Unit
★ Set the sound construc
into thousands of homes.
William Merritbew. 63. who died j Tlloma's Smith, Fred Smith, Frank
Service To:
tion that means long lift
1. Does not rot dresses, does
Thursday at his home after a long !Ross- Berenice IPerry. Ellen Bray
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston ed States.
* See the large soleplate * See the famous Dial★
Set
the
easy
•
to
open,
not irritate skin.
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan*a
illness, was born in this town, son i EIizabcth MacPhail, Virginia Farthe-Fabric feature which provides correct, controlled
easy-to-close leg-folding
2.
Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
Island and Frenchboro
heat for every fabric * See thc button nooks, thumb
mechanism ★ See the wide
of John R. and Lydia (Brown» Mer- rel1- Fost<,r Farrell. Orover Young,
right after shaving.
rest and heel stand * See thc G-E monocram—your
ironing surface that
3. Instantly stops perspiration
rithew.
! Betty Ruth Dolliver, Bertha Learned
v arrenty of quality and long life. List Price, $8.94.
speeds up work.
SPRING SERVICE
for
1
to
}
days.
Removes
odor
He was a successful photographer Charles St. Clair, Janice Wotton.
List Price,
Effective May 20
from perspiration.
♦5.95
and remained in business many
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
IT ENDS
Subject to change without notice
less vanishing cream.
years, after which he retired owing Carver cemetery; the bearers S. L.,
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Winslow, Bruce Grindle, Ralph
to ill health.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Approval Sea I of the American
Read Down
Read Un
Deceased is survived by his wife Brown and Ambrose Peterson.
DRUDGERY
Institute of Laundering for
A. M.
Standard Time
P. M.
Addle (Tolman t Merrlthew; and by
being harmless to fabrics.
FINS
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.15
The observance of uncalled-for
2S MILLION jars of Arrid
U//TM COLO OtMTEff onc son, Louis Merrlthew.
>MPAMY
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 5.25
havebeenaold. Try a jartodayl
Funeral services were held Satur formalities begets that stiffness of
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 4.15
JUST SOAK OUT
day at the residence. Rev. Kenneth personality which causes some
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 3.30
THC DirtM
PAY ONLY $1.95 Down, $2.00 MONTHLY
Oook, pastor of Union Church, offici otherwise splendid folk to be char
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15
61-tf
Al all aturaa celling toilet gooda
ated. There were beautiful floral acterized by their fellows as "dead
tributes Interment was in John ’uns”
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Step Into New Ironing Ease With
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Follies—Recital
Miss Heald’s Dance Pu
pils Unite With High
School For French
Class Benefit

“The Sea Breeze”
Lots of Work and Lots
Of Newsy Matter In
Thomaston School Paper

ROCKPORT
ft ft ft ft
LIDA O. OHAMFNEY

Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

Met In Friendship
Knox County W. C. T. U.
Has a Very Successful
Annual Convention

CAMDEN
ft «
JUNE COTE
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
Tel. 713

ferson, N. Y.. was recently appointed General Chairman of the Financial Drive of Boy Scouts in Suffolk
County, New York.
Miss Ruth Heald went Monday to
North Conway. N. (H.. where she
will be employed during the sum
mer.
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Longworth and Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Waldron of Portland were at their
cottages on the Belfast road over
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Colson of
Monroe were at Twin Lodge Cabins
0VPr (he weekend making preparations for opening the cabins for the
coming season.

Jl
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Knox and Lincoln Grads
Hold Their Spring
Meeting In This City

Knox and Lincoln Kent's Hill
The annual convention of the
Club
met Friday night for its an
Knox County Womans Christian
The fifth annual High School
nual spring meeting. Due to the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roland
Crocket^
Ternperanc
e
Union
was
held
ThursMiss Lena Shorey has returned to Follies will take place at thc CamThe preliminaries for the Law
daughter Priscilla and Mrs. Charles I
,
£torm' the «rouP was slnaIler ‘han
Portland after passing the weekend den QpPra Rou?e Friday night at
F. Ingraham returned Sunday from dav ta the MfthodlR‘ Chur*h flt rence Chapman Reading Contest
usual but the towns of Camden,
were
held
Friday
afternoon
and
at her home here. She was accom- g
o,c]o,k
year Misg Doru.
a weekend visit with Mr. and Mrs Friendship with afternoon and eveSouth
Thomaston, Readfield and
these eighth grade pupils were seiTehd u^nid^mnurs^as the Maine Heald- who is Meeting the producEverett Libby inManchester. N. H n‘"8 sessions.
Rockland were represented.
L*ach, a student nurse as tne Maine
,
The open|ng service of worship lcted to take part in the final conPresident Percy Blaisdell pre
General Hospital, who had com? tion. will present her Rockland and distributed among its patrons^ Mrg c voverman preached
was conducted by Rev. Victor Os test which will be held in June:
sided. Judge Harry Wilbur acting as
home to spend the day with her par- Camden dancing school pupils in a The issue is dedicated to Mrs. Flor- Sunday at tlie Bath Baptist Church born of the Adventist Church. Louise Mar.k, Flora Parse, Pauline
secretary and treasurer. The sing
ents, Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Leach.
, recital of their year's work
enc? Gardiner, “whose gracious co- in the absence of her father. Rev. i oreetings were exteneded to the Libby, Phyllis Staples, Edward
ing cf school songs by the group
Miss Olive Rowell and Miss Iva uart °- • f P-°»r.im.
operation in all school affairs has Charges Suns, who is attending a cx« iegates bv Mrs Jessie La&h. prest- Burke, Philip Wentworth. William
added
pleasure to the evening. One
.» tt nf
«nent
The recital will include many j
meeting of the Oreat Northern Bap- denl of thf Friendship Union. Re- Nelson aniTDonald Spaulding. The
Henry, students at U. of M., spent
wilt nm«n- *'on her a Place in our hearts,"
The Garden Club will meet May1 song, written by Aurilea Sellers
the weekend at their homes here. l>pes cf danclng and Wl11 Presen. ,
t } eeditorial staff- tis: Convention in New Jersey.
sponse for the convention was given judges were Mrs. Jenness French. 28, instead of May 21 as scheduled Ripley, class of 03 of South ThomMr. R»«en
«, Or.n. to pupO. r.^ln, ton ,hr Mb,
Ctok
Mrs Arthur K Walker has re by Mrs. Etta Fernald. president of Mrs. Guy Benner and Mrs. May
Mlss Dorothy Baker, a member of a-ston. entitled “On the Hill-Top"
to the more advanced classes. Other
111 vinn.
them.
pupils will appear as soloists in the Jcke edl,or' Frances Johnson; art turned from a week's visit with Her the Camden Union. Greetings from Young.
the High School faculty, spent the proved we have a poetess among us
sister. Mrs. Peter Ryan in Orono. the State president. Mrs. Augusta
Mrs. Willis Harville «iU entertain j ww,ken"d arhe7home’in Ponl'and.’ and was well received.
All patriotic organizations are inHigh School scenes, one of whom editor. Harold Lash; business man
vtted to attend the Union Memorial wj]1 bp MJss Brtt>.
Martln of nger. Leah Tillson; exchange edi-I M1&.
Holbrook was at Chrisue were read by Mrs. Clara the Methodist Ladies Aid Wednes
Mr. Hincks principal of the school
for. and Mrs. Francis Bickford of
day at 2 o clock.
Service at the Baptist Church nex‘
who is an advanced tee ,or' Joyce Whitehill; joke editor. |loTOe (rom Gorham Normal School Emery of Rockland.
and
Miss Yerkes, physical culture
Great Neck. Long Island, have been
O , ■ -- -3 rt •» —
JrnLl rtat♦ 7*” o'clock
’ zv1ZX rt le
I
XXFrtttrtrtrt., rt cr i „ 1 hlinirtOpe I
The county president. Miss Mar
Sunday
night
thP weekend with her parMiss Louise Dickens has returned spending a few days at their sum teacher and librarian brought greet
dancing pupil from Miss Heald s Doro,hy Wallace; assistant business , {o
manager,
Maynard Linscott,--schoo. i en^
and ^jrs pied Holbrook. garet Crandon of Thomaston, gave to her duties at the New England
The Garden Club will m€e* Waterville School.
•----------------------------------mer home on the Belfast road. Their ings and good word from the Hill.
Thursday at 3 o'clock at the home
These High g^, students will! calendar- Raymond Anderson asThp Baptigt
Clrcle wjl, a short aodress on activities In the Hospital. Boston, after spending the i son. Paul, is in town for the sum Mr. Hincks spoke on education,
of Mrs. George Newbert, Warren. appear jn vocal numbers: Phyllis sis,8nt
editor, Norman Rogers. meft Wednesday afternoon at the county, speaking of the visits mad? weekend with her parents, Dr. and mer.
telling of the work High Schools
The program is in charge of Mrs. Leach, Andrew Stinson, Freda and alhlellc editor, boys. Douglas 1; home of Mrs. Arthur Walker, in- to lhe local unions, and a visit to jjrs w L. Dickens.
and
secondary schools play ln fit
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Holt of
Frank D. Rowe and Mrs. William Rita Johnson, Alfred
Miss Phyllis Dean entertained the; RosUndalr Mass . were weekend ting young people scholastically,
Knowlton, i'Young; athletic editor girls, Mil- 1 stead of with Mrs. A. T. Carroll as Cushirg with the prospect of or
ganizing a new union or L.T.L. there members of her Baptist Sunday iguesls Qf Mrs Holt s parents. M. 'He al«> told of the improvements
Newbert. also of Warren, and each Hazel CrOoker. Thomas McKay. dred Rich; alumni editor, Harold i previously announced.
Members were reminded that their! &.hool cjass Saturday at
that are planned for Kents HIU
member is requested to Uke a Kcilnfth Goodman. Mary U>uis?
I At a recent meeting of the Rock- work was to secure the county quota a[ gherman a Point. Mrs.** Harold a"d M” * wDbvnie
Ton-nc Comnlprc
man; principal,
L..^C.
oturi€\an:.
miniature bouquet.
I Meservey Phjllis
and the many that have been made
Arnold. James
^ <upen
r Mr
W(^d. 'ixrrt Carnival-Regatta Association.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frederick
Jagels
of
of 53 new members and work for Thurber furnished the transporta
Mrs. Winfred Tabbutt. Miss Annie Wentworth. Gloria Lundell. Ruth
| Clayton Smith, who so efficiently
Portland were weekend visitors at recently. He spoke of the work to
L. Bunker, and C. Elwyn Tabbutt. Bennett, Estelle Beverage. Selma English supervisor. Mrs. Oardiner. | served as executive director of last dry votes in the September election. tion.
the home of his mother. Mrs. Emily be done on Sampson Hall, (Boys
Contribu;ors to an excellent edi
The convention speaker. Miss Amy
Mrs.
Richard
H.
Bond
of
Pepper

and Oirls Dormitory) and Bearce
of Augusta, were guests Saturday Heal, Beverly Grover. Bertha Packyear’s carnival, was elected to serve
B Jagels.
of Mr. and Mrs. Orvel F Williams. j ard and Frances Nuccio. P.obcri tonal department chose to conceal ln that capacity for this year's Fat kt. director of Alcohol Education ell. Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Hall (the study hall). The sum of
Miss
Ruth
Perkins
of
Bangor
their identity behind the following
in the New England district spoke Wchard Bond. Jr.
The Board of Trade is holding a Bridges and Paul McFarland will
spent the weekend with her uncle, $10,000 is to be spent on this work.
initials: N R 41. H T. 40. L. T event, which is scheduled for Aug. briefly on the recent Regional Con
Mrs. Jessie M. Colburn, president J. H. Montgomery.
A new tennis court is to be made
banquet in the newly-renovated P‘aV the Stiitar accompaniments
7-10.
Miss
Marion
Upham
was
re

40. E A W 41. M C. -40. And the
ference in Dover, N. H. Twice as of the Rebekah Assembly of Maine,
and resurfaced. Miss Yerkes told
Anderson's Restaurant tonight.
,and wil1 a^° Present solo numbers.
a„
elected as secretary'- Preliminaries
Madeleine
Carroll.
Brian
Aherne
\fnrUvM T'ti’Mc
f'»rVvr» DtnUnvir
i^as true of tne
de
many attended as was planned for, will officially visit Malden Cliff
of a lovely May Day pageant the
Grace Chapter, O.ES. will cele- i Marilyn
Davis ana E.isha Richards
have already been started, the large
part ment
so some of the meetings were quite Lodge Wednesday night. There will and Louis Hayward, a trio of fine young ladies gave the past week
brate its 37th anniversary Wednes- j
presen; an intricate dance
corps
of
workers
is
being
organized
players,
make
the
screen
production.
. .
Senior statistics are summarized
crowded. Outstanding was the.
an entertainment and refresh “My Son. My Son!" an Interesting *11'
day with a 6 30 supper, typical of r°utinr There will be a solo acroa ®1U;’ICJ Kiven iec?ntly by
and
it
wiU
not
be
long
before
tlie
thus:
young woman from Maine, YT.C., ments.
the department of Music in Ricker
1903, preceding the meeting. Mem-' t>a,*c dance hy Dorothy Keller and
work
of
staging
this
annual
affair
adaption of Howard Spring's mighty
Raymond
Anderson,
“Andy,'*
who expressed great hope of the
Edward Wiley and Willard Witty novel. This picture Is playing on hall. Two plays are soon to be
bers of Olive Branch Chapter of 3 character dance by Wilfred Hobbs
will be in full swing.
General (course*.
youth
movement
for
temperance.
given, a part of the commencement
of Lincolnville. Edward Gregoiy,
Dresden Mills, and Lakeview Chap- 1and severa' dance groups,
Ralph Wilson returns today to
Charles Bell, "Ding Dong. Com
The report of the corresponding and Edward Grlndle of Camden Wednesday and Thursday at the exercises, one play being written
ler. of Jefferson, have been invited : MUl J®* Cote and
Crlehaven
alter
spending
tlie
week

Comique
Theatre.
David
Niven
a.s
mercial.
secretary gave seven unions, with were taken to the Waldo County
by a group from the Junior College
Tlie Epworth League of the Fed- Know,ton will be the accompanists
Louise Burns, "Tweenie,'' Corn- end with his family.
250 dues paid members. 20 honorary. Oeneral Hospital ln Belfast Sunday “Raffles' with Olivia Dellavilland , under Mr McCue's supervision. Mr.
crated Cliurch is presenting a pro- and members of the High School oris the feature playing today.
L. True Spear was at home from Three petitions had been circulated
met cial.
McCue is head of the English de
for treatment as tlie result of an
gram Thursday night at 7 30 at the cl,<“tra who
ass.st are Robert
Bath
over
the
weekend.
Marie
Clark.
“
Marie,
”
Commer

and
many
letters
written
to
Conpartment. Dr. Wilson spoke briefly
automobile accident at Saturday Mrs. Franees M. Alexander
Congregational Church, the pro- Anderson, Avery Smith, Harry cial.
Miss Hazel Lane arrived home j gressmen regarding the bill against | Cove, five miles from Belfast.
Johnson and Frank Parker
Frances M Alexander. 67, wife of ol Ule friendships and loyalty of
Earl Coates, “Tcddie.'' College.
last week from from Medford. ! liquor advertising on the radio.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thomas < Oeorge Alexander, died Sunda> sucl’ school groups. Gilford Butler
fund to send members to the EpProceeds will be used to defray
Gordon Crie. “Crie.' General.
Mass., where ahe has been spending {There are four L.T.L.'s, with 4
were ln Boston over the weekend, morning at her home on Grove Proved both an entertaining and
worth League Institute at Kents <‘xPenses °f tlie Senior French
Kelsey
Cushman,
“
Kelsey,''
Com

several
months Enrcute she visited ] members.
Their young son. who has been a street. She was born in Milbridge. wifrJr speaker, speaking of the
Hill this summer. Tlie program in Class's annual weekend in Quebec. mercial.
her sitcr. Miss Elsie Lane, at Frye
In the report of directors of de patient in a Boston hospital, re but came to this town with her par- ct,an8C-s the years have wrought
cludes piano selections by James Tickets may be exchanged for re
Grace Davis, “Gracie," College. burg and Miss Nellie Farnsworth at partment work.^outstanding was the
served
seats
at
the
Camden
Opera
ents. Oeorge and Lucy Fields Upton, (since h*3 graduation.
turned with them.
and Jean Gilchrest, Marjorie Cush
Edward Estes. “Estes; General.
Conway, N JL
Flower Mission work by Mrs. Leila
48 years ago.
Our Prc8ram for the evening Dr.
ing, Grace Paulsen and Edwin House box office Tuesday night at
Miss
Pauline
Gillchrest,
Miss
Harold Lash. “Haddy.'' Genera!
Mr. and Mrs Ross Patterson were Clark of Thomaston. It was voted Ruth Berry, and Mr. and Mrs Al
Besides her husband, she leaves Ulgh had charge of. Being unable
Leach, pupils of Mrs Donald Georg? - 7 o'clock.
Wiljo Maki "Maki." General.
! down from Portland to occupy their to send a telegram of sympathy to bert segers of Springvale
to be present he sent a substitute,
and other musica! selections by the
---------"
Marilyn Miller. “Lyn,” General. home on Amesbury Hill over the Mrs Fred Kitteridge, Coun’- direc-1 guests Sunday of Mr and were, one son. Herbert Alexander and one
Mrs 'sister, Mrs. Esther Bishop, two Mr. Williamson who proved a most
orchestra, by Roy and Elaine Swan- organized 12 new drum Corps tlie
Richard Moore, ‘‘Rich," General. weekend.
tor of this department, who Is ill pred Gillchrest.
helm, Gordon Reed and Albert Past two years- and Ul* memberi granddaughters, three nieces and clever and interesting entertainer
Verena Neal, ' Rena." Commer
ln his feats of magic. Special
Mrs. Irvin Cain has returned iJacksonville. Fla.; also greetings
Harjula. There will also be read- ^‘P °r the Department at the pres
In
observance
of
"This
Work
Pays
two nephews.
cial.
from a visit with her sister in Ban- ! to Mrs Bertha Russell in Brookline, your Community Week", which is i Funeral services will be held this thanks were extended to Dr. Leigh
ings by Mrs. Faye Stetson and Gay ,fnt u over 1900' wlth 1300 ;n the
Ida Olson, “Ida," Commercial.
Mass. Mrs. Jeanette Dunton re being held by the Division of Pro- ' afternoon at 2 o'clock. Rev. Weston and Mr. Williamson for their help
gor.
Stetson, a Famish dance, and stunts ladies Auxiliary. All citizens are
John Olson, "Johnny” Commer
invited
to
Belfast
and
take
part
in
porting for Fairs and Open Air fessional and Service of the WP A.' P. Holman officiating. Burial will in making a successful evening We
by Gordon Crie.
A
large
addition
is
being
built
on
cial.
wish more of the former students
meetings, said she had a table at Towns are now furnishing 25 per-1 be in Mountain cemetery,
Those who attended the meeting this Slate Encampment. Sunday
Daris Prior, “Dot" Commercial. the Smith Oarage, formerly Crock
the Union Fair and distributed over cent of the money spent on W.P.A.' Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jewell of Illad lx*n present to enjoy tlie eve
of Primrose Chapter. O ES. Friday will be tlie election of the officers
ett's
Garage,
on
Union
street.
Edna Ran'a. “Edna,” Commercin Belfast were Mr. and Mrs. Forest with contest lor each office, diaries cial.
2.000 leailets of literature. An open projects and the public is invited Pontiac. Mich., are making a months ning with us, for they miss much of
meeting was held at Ingraham HiU to inspect the Sewing Project and visit at the home of Mrs. Jewells pleasure. Next meeting, second
Stone. Mr. and Mrs Laurence Perry, O Weeman of Lewiston, present
Friendship
Avery’. R"ed. "Ave.” Oeneral.
Chapel last Summer with good at to see Its benefit to the community. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest S Friday in October.
Mrs Lura L bby. Mis Josephine senior vice commander, is in line
Lewis
Tabbutt,
at
home
in
Thom

Mildred R.ch. •Millie," General.
Lizette Emery,
tendance. Mrs. Clara Emery re The sewing rooms are located over Rice.
Slone Mrs. Emma Young. Mrs. for the Commandership and will
Raymond Robinson, "Raymie," aston.
Publicity Chairman.
Blanche Vose, Edgar Ames, mem have his delegates lined up for vic general.
Shirley Torrey, employed in Rock porting for Press and Publicity, said the Town Offices and are open any
Miss Lena Hall ar.d Miss Hattie
there were four women who sent day of the week of May 20 and on Clements left today for a two weeks
bers of Grace Chapter. Mrs. Lilia tory. It is rumored John Jameson
Harold Sawyer, "Hitler," commer land, resides, Thomaston.
Ames of Ivy Chapter, and Mrs.
oppo-c him. also William Mar- cial.
his father Arthur Eaton.
Arthur Upham, at home in articles regularly to the papers, Tuesday night, May 21 from 7 to stay ln Boston.
Belle Frost and Mrs. Oertrud? l*n' Pres*nt commander.
The Courler-Oazette and Camden 9 o'clock.
Mr and Mrs. David Dyer and Mrs. Kale Jones
Virginia Spear, “Ginnie” College. Thomaston.
William Fish of Bangor will run ;
Bocdy, DD.O M , of Golden Rod
Russell Young, attending Ballard Herald, and two correspondents,
Misses Priscilla and Frances Eddy family were guests Sunday of Mrs.
Toivo Sucmela. "Toiv,” General
Mrs. Kate Jones died at her home
for Senior vice commander with
Chapter. O.ES.
25 columns of newsprint.
Business
School.
were weekend guests of their cousin , Nan Hansell.
Harriette Tillson, "Hattie," Colhere Thursday after a long period
Mrs. Phebe Starrett is enjoying two opposing him. Fish is at pres- 11 lege.
1939
Election of officers: Miss Mar Miss Rutli Seabury of Rockland.
-----------------of ill health. She was the daugh
two weeks' vacation from her work fnt Jun*or v‘ce commander, filling
Lucy Adams, at home in Thom garet Crandou. president. Mrs. Clara
Leah Tillson. “'Leah.'' College.
Fred
Crockett,
formerly
of
this
STONINGTON
ter of Joseph and Abegail (Small)
the
term
of
Maurice
Lulkin
of
Beiat the Kr.cx Ccunty Trust Co,
Emery, vice president, Mrs. Clara town and now located at Port Jef- i Norma Tewksbury and Genevieve
Dorothy Wallace, “Dot,” College. aston.
Robbins and was' born in this town
i
fast
resigned.
Rockland.
Kathleen Anderson, employed at Sawyer, corresponding secretary.
Willimenna
Watts,
“Meuna,"
Warren were home from M C I over j April 7. 1885. She was married to
I Koyd Preble of Bath and several
Mr. and Mrs Stephen Lavender
Dr. Fcgg's, Rockland.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert, recording churches, the Daily Vacation Bible' the weekend
I Commercial.
Robert Jones whose death occurred
arrived Friday from Kansas City. I others Will run for junicr vice com
Arthur Bucklin. United States secretary. Miss Lecla Robinson, j School. P T.A.. Women’s Clubs. ■ The schooner Philascphes left the
Charlotte Welch, “Pinky," Genthree years ago.
mander.
There
will
be
a
real
fight
Mo, and are with Dr. and Mrs Ali Navy. Rhode Island.
treasurer were re-elected to serve Service Clubs, to teach temperance Yacht Basin recently with Capt.
eral.
Mrs. Jones was an active mem
lyne Peabody temporarily. They lor this office.
Phyllis Cushman, at home, lor the following year.
i
Joyce
Whitehill,
"Joy."
General
through drama, the moving picture J Thomas Perry in charge. After a ber of the Latter Day Saints Church
I Lester Walker of Skowhegan will
are planning to make their home
A group of girls from the Junior science and other modern methods stop at New York they will go to
Douglas Young,” “Doug,1 Q€n. ! Friendship.
and was highly thought of- by all
ran for chaplain, with several oth
here.
Nerita Dodge resides in Lexing- High School sang several songs with
eral.
Delegates were present from six South America.
who knew her.
Mrs Walter Johnson and Mrs ers from over tlie State doing likeThe School Calendar records in- Iton- Kentucky.
guitar accompaniment.
unions, thus, attending from Rock The Calendar Club met recently
For the last 20 years she has been
i wise.
Even vay Edwards of Evanston. Ill.
Barbara Autio, at home in
The Memorial Service conducted land were Mrs. Clara Emery. Miss with Mrs. Celia Parsons.
tei'estir.g events during the season
agent for the local Western Union
The banquet and ball will take
are v (siting at Levi Seavey's fur a
by Mrs. Clara Sawyer paid loving Edwina Jipson. Mrs Jeanette Dun
of 1939-40. Faithful attention is Friendship.
Caroline Turner recently visited and had also conducted a florist
place Saiurday night. The regis
few da vs.
Helen Fales, at home in Friend tribute to three members. Mrs. Etta
paid to the departments of Locals.
ton. Miss Alma Young. Miss Ada her mother Mrs Gregory Merchant business. Mrs. Jones is survived by
tration charge this year will be $1
Sports. Jokes. Poems, etc.. Under ship.
Richards of Thomaston. Mrs Mar Young. Mrs. Etta Stoddard. Miss in Bar Harbor.
two sons, Robert H. and Roy L„
For rooms write the encampment
Hester Foster, at home. Thomas garet Maxey. Mrs. Sarah Lufkin of
the head of Alumni is found the
Margaret McKnight.
Laurence Stinson has returned i three brothers. Bert of Malden,
chairman, Carroll DeWitt, BclRockland.
rt
J
.
i
i present whereabouts of the mem- ton.
A vote of thanks was extended by from a trip to Hartford.
Frank and Randall of Stonington;
Comrade Frank Young is to form ,fa^
bers of the last two graduating
Barbara Gilchrest,
attending
Supper was served in the vestry the convention to the Friendship Mrs. Florence Stinson was recent the sisters Mrs. Edith Williams and
a German band to take pari at the
For a Brand weekend Vets and rinT|[|Beautician School, Boston.
by the ladies of the Friendship Union and members of the Mttho- Bucst of her sister Mrs. John D. Mrs. Luella Hatch of Stonington;
Belfast encampment. Friday night memt>‘‘rs of the Auxiliary should ; ,jJ3g
Gladys Hutchins, at home in Ken- Union, assisted by ladies of the
dist Church for their hospitality and Eaton.
.
and one grandchild Alvin Jones.
June 14. the opening of the encamp- ’“«*** Sta* encampment. June
CorydOn Adams
nebunkport.
Methodist Oiurch.
all that was done to make a pleas
Mauricd^ ljaton of Portland was
Funeral services were held Sunment. will find the City of Belfast
Margaret Hysom, employed in
Augusta House.
The executive committee appoint ant and successful convention.
called here by the serious illness of day at the home.
turned over to the Cooties who will
P.ttsfield.
Mass.
Howard Anderson resides In
ed the following county directors
make merry and entertain the citi
Olive Leach, attending the Maine of departments: Alcohol Education,
Brunswick.
zens like they never have been be
Ina Anderson attending Maine Oeneral Hospital.
J r-1 r-i r-i N rJ N fJ rJ rJrJ r-i N r'
Miss Mabel Spring. Rockland;
fore Saturday will be the business
II
Sumner Leadbetter, at home In Christian Citizenship, Mrs. Mary
School of Commerce.
session with the parade at 5 p n».
Ruth Butler, employed at the Thomaston.
Perry
Rich.
Rockport;
Evangelistic.:
This will be the largest parade ever
Vieno Lindell, employed at Long Mrs. Hulda Paulsen. Thomaston; i
Thcmas'.on Library.
put on by the V.F W in Maine, due
Alfred Chapman resides in Rock Island.
Flower Mission, Mrs. Lilia Clark,
to the fact that there have been
land.
Audrey Moore, employed in a Thomaston; Fairs and Open Air
Hazen Cook, employed at Con beauty shop, Rockland
Meetings. Mrs. Jeanette Dunton,
Richard Neal, attending Gorham Rockland; Institutes. Mrs. Etta
gress Square Hotel.
Thi« splendid Willys for 1940 is presented to the public to
Frederick Elwell resides in Thom Normal School.
meet the demand for a totally new low priced car, stylish
Fernald, Camden, Health and Antiaston.
Doris Olson, at home in Thom
Narcotics. Mrs. Mabel Heald, West
and beautiful—combining smart luxurious features,
Barbara Fales. at home in Cush aston.
Rockport; International Relations
pewer and economy never before seen in the motoring
ing.
Kendall Orff, at home, Friend
and Motion Pictures, Mrs. Clara
field—an outstanding leader!
NEXT DOOR TO STRAND THEATRE
Phyllis Felker (now Mrs. Arthur ship.
Sawyer, Thomaston;
Literature,
Howard Orne, at home in Pleas
McFarland) resides in Friendship.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver. Thomaston;
Albert Harjula, at home, in South ant Point.
with agility you've never seen before ... It
Everything you want in a motor ear at a big
KM)
TWEED REVERSIBLE
Press. Speech Contests and Child
matches any car's 75 miles per hour on the high
saving in cost is supplied by this improved new
Leland Overlock, attending Uni
| Thomaston.
TOPCOATS
SAMPLE SWEATERS
Wei.are, Mrs. Clara Emery. Rock
way ... Its thrifty engine takes you up and over
Willys. It brings a new conception of motoring
Laurl Hendrickson, at home. versity of Maine.
most hills with breathtaking ease. It is easy to
luxury to the low price field. Never before has
$9.95
$1.89, $2.49, $2.69
Friendship.
Norman Ovwlock, employed at land; Temperance and Missions,
handle, easy to steer, easy to look at and its ex
such performance, comfort and all-around
Mrs.
Kate
Brawn,
Rockland;
Sun

Fancy Coats and Slipons
Iva Henry, attending the Univer Knox Hotel.
ceptionally low price makes it easy to own.
(TIALMER'S BALBRIGGAN
economy been available in an automobile so low
day
School
Work,
(supplied
by
the
sity of Maine.
Olive Rowell .attending Univer
You ride in luxurious romfort protected by a
in price. Your first drive will convince you that
SHIRTS & DRAWERS
Tenants Harbor Union!.
modern all-steel body, safety glass in all win
the engine, simple in design, light In weight and
Harold Jameson, at home in sity of Maine.
WORK PANTS
I
89c
dows. and oversize hydraulic brakes that bring
The worship service for tlie eve
economical in operation has power, speed and
Tough I'or Wear
Friendship.
Rcino Saastamoinen, at home,
you instantly to a smooth straight-line stop.
smooth a< crleralion comparable (o much more
ning
was
conducted
by
Rev.
H.
W
I
Helen Johnson, at home In South Cushing.
VOI'NG MEN'S
$1.95
The new Willys is (he world's greatest combi
expensive cars.
Van Deman pastor of the church. |
Thomaston.
,
Russell Sevon, at home, Thom
nation of thrills with thrift . . . the sensation of
SLACKS
The design and construction throughout the
with
music
by
a
choir
chorus
of
20
1
the nation in smartness and low prire. Experi
[ William Johnson, at home ln aston.
improved Willys adheres strictly to the prin
DRESS PANTS
$2.89, $3.12, $3.69
young people, accompanied by violin '
enced engineers have built Into the Willys
1 South Thomaston.
Charles
Simpson,
at
home,
Thom

ciples
applied
to
modern
trains
and
airplanes
Wool
durability, roomy romfort, power and economy
and organ. Mrs. Ann Clifford:
$2.89 to $3.89
—great strength and light weight. This basically
! Robert Lash, Jr., employed at aston.
that gives you a new feeling of motoring enjoy
played
a
cello
selection,
and
Mr.
sound
construi
lion
not
only
increases
the
life
of
Leslie Simpson, at home, Thom
Meduucook Hardware Store. Fiicndment and cur satisfaction. In this ear you have
SAMPLE PAJAMAS
SAMPLE
the
car
hut
odds
considerably
lo
its
smooth
Constantine of Rockland, sang a!
! .ship.
aston.
roomy comfort, no clumsy big ear weight, noth
S3.IM1, S2.50 Value
performance
over
rough
roads
and
is
a
chief
ing to rontribulr to high operating costs . . •
STAG WORK SHIRTS
Robert Starrett, attending the solo.
Earle
Maxey
resides
in
Waldo

factor in the remarkable economy of gas, oil and
$1.39
not an inch of wasted wheel base, nor a cubic
Miss Amy Fackt, speaker of the1
$1.0(1 Value
boro.
University of Maine.
maintenance.
inch of wasted space.
Clayton Stewart, resides in Rock evening held the close attention of
Douglas Merrill, employed in New
55c
Don’t fail to sec this ear. fall at our show
You have your greatest motoring thrill coming
TIES
the assembly as she gave a graphic
Jersey.
land.
room. Bring your family and friends for a de
when you step into the new Willys for your
2 for $1.00
49c; 2 for 95c
lightful (rial drive.
Celia Stone, attending Castine black board chalk talk on the Cycle j
first trial drive ... It flashes through traffic
Estelle Moore, employed by Helen
MOORHEAD
of Liquor. She said there was now I
I Carr, Thomaston.
Normal
School
SAMPLE
LISLE HOSE
| Arlene Nelson, at home in South
Dorothy Stultz, resides in Boston. 51 trained teachers, graduates of
Regular $1.10
DRESS SHIRTS
Thomaston.
Hazel Winslow, at home, Thom Miss Bertha Palmers Seminar at
Mostly $2.00 Value
3 for 85c
Evanston, Ill., in the field giving
Oliver Niemi, at home, South aston.
Elonia Woodcock, at home in Alcohol Education instruction to ed
Thomaston.
$1.15
TWEED SUITS
632 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 466-W
ucation. It was the work of the
Donald Smith, at home in Thom Thomaston.
$19.25
2 for $2.25
58*61
aston.
Frederick Young, at home in W.C.T.U. to build up a program of
social education
through the
Miriam Syrjala, at home in Friendship.

Loaded to the gunnels with re
munerative advertising and the
variety of matters which make a
H^h School paper successful, 'The
>C!<,a Breeze published by the students of Thomaston High is being

Tel.
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BOWDEN-MOELLF.R
Quiet beauty and dignity marked
the Spring wedding here May 1 of
Miss Ruth M. Moeller, daughter of
E. Moeller of St. Augustine, and 1
John J. Bowden, of Palm Beach.
' the son of Frank Bowden of On-'
tario, Canada.
Mr. and Mrs Oscar S. Duncan | Mrs. Ilda Kenerson of Dixfield
The ceremony was solemnized at
were in Exeter. N H.. for the week- is visiting Miss Adelaide Prince ln
J12 o'clock, noon, in the Flagler
end. guests in the home of their West Rockport.
Memorial Presbyterian Church, in ■
Hourly the need for the aid in the
son Maurice.
-------j the presence of relatives and friends
stricken areas of war torn Europe
------Miss Jane Ross of Cambridge,
By K. S. F.
of the bridal couple. Officiating was .
becomes more drastically acute as
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Bowden of Mass., has returned home after a
Rev. L. E. Brubaker, minister of the '
Palm Beach. Fla., will spend the frotnight's visit with Mr. and Mrs.
the hordes of suffering, maimed and
j church.
Summer with Mr. and Mrs. Clar- ’ John S. Ranlett in Rockville,
Remember this.
The original homeless Innocents grow. The world
Fragrant
sweetpeas
in
pastel
ence P. Miller, South Main street. I
-------sound of the letter "a" Is that heard
turns to the Red Cross for this
, shades. Queen Anne's Lace, white
-------' Mr. and Mrs. Alwin French of
In ''far.'
Lstatice. snapdragons and fern were
service and In order that there be
• • • •
Mrs. Ada M. Hewett returned Rockland have been guests at the
combined to form the effective flor
home Thursday from a visit with y,omp Of
and \frs Harry Rogers
Edinburgh—One of the most fa no blackout of mercy, American Red
al decorations in the church. Two
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Meader in jn South Waldoboro.
mous libraries ln the world once Cross has asked a HOjOOOjOOO relief
large baskets of pastel-tinted snap sold a job lot of "worthless books ' , fund Knox County's quota, which
Melrose, Mass.
_____
dragons. white statice and fern were for £24 It contained a first folio1 opened its drive for funds Tuesday,
-------.
The formal opening of “Montplaced high on either side of the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Heath have peljer., wiU occur j^y 30 wlth Mrs
of Shakespeare. When they bought is <3100. Donations will be listed In
pulpit, to balance the smaller, cen
returned from a motor trip
Mabei Creighton serving aa hostm.
it back—generations later—It cost this new.' paper and money or checks
tral arrangement of white Queen
may be left at or mailed to The
Boston.The Home Industries Shop will
them £3.00.').
Annes Lace and pink sweetpeas
Courier-Gazette office, to I. Lawton
open June 15, and will be in charge
Mrs. Frank W. Fuller receivcd'a
which resembled a miniature bridal
of Mrs. Earle Woodcock. Articles
History up to date in the class Bray, chairman of Knox County
telephone message Sunday from her i
bouquet.
Chapter, American iRed Cross, at
may be presented for Inspection on
room.
brother. Frank Andrews at his home
Lorenzo Pratt Ovlatt, church or
the School street office of the Rock
Saturday June 8 and Monday, June .
Teacher:
"Jane,
tell
me.
who
was
ln Cleveland. Ohio, giving her the
ganist, played a program of appro
land Loan & Building Association.
10.
Anne Boleyn?"
message that he was safe and back ,
priate nuptial selections as the
Other repositories for contributions
Jane:
"A
flatiron.
Sir."
from his Winter home ln California J
guests assembled Just prior to the
Morris Flint is on a week's trip
. t
. Teacher: “Wliv, what do you are being arranged over the county.
and that he would be in Rockland
Previously reported
$72.00
| entrance of the bridal couple, who mean?.
to Boston, where he will attend
on his way to celebrate his 50th
Union
Branch.
Red
Cross
.....
15.00
were
unattended.
Mr.
Ovlatt
played
J
Jan(
.
„
Wpll
the leading musicales and some big
our history book
year out of the University of Maine
Mr. nnd Mrs. Fred A Carter 500
l"O Promise Me." The traditional
league games.
says that King Henry, having disat Commencement early in June.
wrddiri, marches were used.
I posed of Catherine, pressed his suit Mary A. Bills ___ __ ___ ___ 600
Tlie Courier-Gazette .............. 10 00
For her wedding the bride chose wl[h Annp Bo,
Mite Club members were enterCom. and Mrs. C. F. Snow had as
H. A Buffum ......................... 1500
a new spring model of blue crepe
guests for Uie weekend, Mr. and
yesterday afternoon by Mrs.
I
Mr.
and Mrs, Sidney Lerinond.
,
fashioned
on
becoming
lines
and
Mrs. Carl A. Snow of Worcester, Henrietta Simmons. Contract prizes
Hint to writers: Do not write about
Thomaston
.
.............
.............
500
worn with a smart hat in matching
Mass., James Hunt of England and went to Mrs. A. D. Morey. Mrs. ArEurope, for ten to one your book
shade. Her other accessories were will be out of date before you can Miss Jessie Stewart, Thom
Jacob Mullen of Hartford, Ccnn. j tbur Haines and Mrs. Oladys
aston __________ ____ _ __
1.00
.in white, a beautiful shoulder cor- get It published. Europe is to be
____
Thomas. Refreshments were served
Miss Ethel Hutchinson gave a sur
1 sage of white bride's roses and valley like the New tons of Massachusetts or IMrs. Margaret Stewart, Thom
aston ......... ......................
100
prise party Saturday evening, at her
1 lilies completing the ensemble.
A large delegation from the city's
the Ea tons—West German. Fast Mrs. Evelyn M Hix ................
| Immediately after the wedding, a
25 00
home on Gay street, the happy oc- musical organizations, is motoring
Germany, Germany Highlands. Ger
casion being in honor of the 19th to Oardiner the last of the week, to
’ small reception for relatives and a many Upper F.ills,f*lr.. according to Knox Woclen Mill. Camden .... 10000
wedding anniversary of her parents attend the Maine Federation of
few intimate friends was held at what Hi'.let thinks. But others have A Friend, Camden.................... 103
F. W Miller. Camden
100
Mr. and Mrs Henry Hutchinson. A Music Clubs, which opens Thursthe home of the bride's father, E. other thoughts and oilier hopes.
Mr and Mrs. F. H. |Bwan,
delightful social evening was spent eay. The club concert on Thursday
• • • •
Moeller, at No. 47 Cincinnati avenue
Camden ___ ........................... 200
by the guests, and a buffet lunch night, the massed chorus Friday at
Here decorations were in sweetpeas
Jack: "What Ls environment?"
Mr and Mrs Charles Wood,
was served by Miss Hutchinson, the g 15 and the junior program on SatI Centering the refreshment table was
Rill: "Oil, I guess it's just nothing
Camden ................................ 2500
center of attraction being a huge urday afternoon are tree to the pub| the beautifully embossed three- in your house that’s useful but what
Mr. and Mrs. C. P Brown,
wedding cake, the gift of Mr. and lie, and friends are urged to at; tiered wedding «ake, which was you think Ls beautiful.”
Camden ......-.......... „..... . ...... 2.09
• • • •
Mrs. Elston Luce of Thomaston Mr. tend. There will be representatives
served with punch to the assembled
Mr and Mrs. P R. Keller,
! guests.
and Mrs. Hutchinson were the from the Rubinstein Club, the
Civilization would be a grand idea
Camden .............. ............
2.03
happy recipients of many other Junior Choir, Junior Rubinstein
| Mrs. B F. Iliveros. of this city, if someone would only tell them
25 00
Mrs
Julia
Corion,
Camden
lovely and useful gilts. Those bid- and Junior Harmony Clubs
sister of the bride, and Mrs Anna about it in Europe and ask them to
Mrs Elizabeth Foxwell. Cam
den were: Mr. and Mrs. Elston Luce, I
-------Becker of New York City, a close try it out.
den
1000
•
•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sukeforth. Mr ■ Mrs Blanche Shadie. will be supfriend of the bride, assisted In serv
J. A. Jameson ........
2.00
ing.
and Mrs. Raymond Williams. Mr per chairman, Thursday, at Edwin
"Love i« not love which alters
McDougall -I.add .................... 5 03
and Mrs. Charles Doherty. Mr and Libby Relief Corps and a public
! After spending a time with their' when it alteration finds." BhakeRackllfl A Witham ............. 500
Mrs. Albert Cusson, Mrs. Ruth Mc beano will be conducted at 2 p. m.
guests Mr. and Mrs. Bowden left Y>(are was clear on ilie secrets of C H. Moor A Co...................... 1.00
Lellan, Mrs. Dorothy Lowell, Mrs. A special door prize is being offered.
for an extended motor trip which ’ ’he mind.
Maurice G Ginn
100
Wilma Stanley, the Misses Edith
will take them to Detroit. Mich.. I
• • • •
Maud Staples
.................. 203
Allen
Kennedy
and
Royce
Giland Ruth McLellan. Alice Dodge,
Windsor and Montreal. Canada, and
Tlie mast perfect rugs are made of MT. and Mrs. C M. D Keene 1 01
Harrle? Gilchrest,’ Pauhne Felker btTte *'h0 havc bern v“‘tln« friends
then to Maine. Alter May 12. Mr wool, but even the must costly rugs A Friend
100
and Ethel Hutchinson and Robert here lor a few days, returned to
and Mrs. Bowden will be at No. 20 have some cotton or jute for fillers Bilsby's Flower Shop ............ 200
New
Yoik
Monday.
Lavoie.
Main street In Rockland. Me., where and It Is needed to form a base for Mr. and Mrs. Leroy D Cliatto 2 03
they will spend lhe .summer months durable wearing.
Mrs J. Donald Coughlin' and
W F. Bta'.vn
2 00
Palm Beach will be their winter
CUSHING
daughter Dorinda, have returned
Will mother'- be mixing "Junior’s"
residence. — St. Augustine (Fla)
$346(10
To date
6. H. Olson, accompanied bj’ F I. from a several weeks' visit as guests
Lieut, and Mrs. Richard Maurice Snow
| spinach with the lawn clipping-, this
Record
Geyer, went Saturday to Middleboro, of Mrs. Coughlin's parents. Mr. and
summer to make a little variety and
Lieut Richard Maurice Snow and, wore a dress of old rase witli light at Kelley Field. Texas May 11 and
Mass. to move Mrs. Agnes Boyn- Mrs B F. Adams in Bangor. •
RAKER IIAPWOKTII
with tlie hope that less trouble may WEST ROCKPORT
Miss Carleen White were united in a blue accessories and corsage of received his commission as Second
ton's household furnishings to the
------The local 4-<H Girls' Club will hold
Announcement
has
been
made
of
be
encountered in getting son to eat
McNamara-Boynton farm.
Mrs.
Mrs Minnie Gamble of Thomas- military wedding Sunday afternoon, mixed sweet peas
Lieutenant in thc Air Corps Rca
public baked bean supper Friday
Boynton has sold her house in Mid- ton has been the guest of Mr. and ' yay 12. in the Chapel at Randolph The bridegroom is the son of Mr serve. He has now been assigned
ie m!,rr>age of Miss Alice Hap- bis tieed-J porticn
at the Grange hall. After supper
worth
of
Bangor
to
Reginald
F
1
dleboro. Mass., and with her brother Mrs. Alwin French the past few Field. Texas.
The lovely decora- ! and Mr/ Maurice R. Snow, Meeh- as flying instructor at Kelly Field,
"Say. biddy, could you spare me there will be demonstration.-, by the
Baker of Orono, tlie wedding taking
tions included gardenias and light- j anic street, Rockland, and gradu- his duties starting yesterday,
is expected to motor here soon.
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ELECTRIC RANGETTE
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Complete

TO SAVE HIS LIFE!

ELECTRIC
Cooking

... No man would
even dare ta risk
the wild decision
the model A story
of turbulent loveplayed by two of tho
screen's matt gift
ed dramatic start.

Imagine a complete electric

rangette for only

$39.95 . . . that plugs in a wall outlet . . . that

Waiter Wanrer

performs every cooking operation as well as far
more expensive ranges.

time-saving,

advantages of

Direction nf Doris Ileald

Camden Opera House, Friday Night, May 24

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Howard Spring's Greatest Novel

“MY SON, MY SON!”

8.15 P. M.
Admission 40 Cents
.Seats Checked Beginning Today at 7.00 I’. M.
At Camden Opera Utilise

clean,

Come in today and see this

efficient new Universal Electric Ranfiette.
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On Easy BUDGET PLAN

TONIGHT

$3.95 down; $3.20 monthly

“RAFFLES”
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ANY UNIVERSAL DEALER

NOW PLAYING
"IF I HAD MY WAY”
with
BING CROSBY, GLORIA JEAN

DAVID NIVEN
OLIVIA DE HAVILI.AND

RIG CASH NITE, $300.00
Two Drawings
Two Winners
Consolation Prizes

Strand

Sbows: Mat. 2: Evg. S.45 and Sir,
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45

INFORMATION PLEASE, NO. 5
"ONE FOR THE BOOK"
A Belty Fvlton Swingaroo

Latest European News Flashes

RH2rrrrt

Evenings at 8; Saiurday Matinee 2.30 Daylight Saving

40th YEAR BEG. NEXT SAT. NIGHT MAY 25
LAKEWOOD PLAYERS Present
The Theatre Guild's Comedy Success

tt

END OF SUMMER”
with

LOUISE CAMPBELL-ANN MASON
Seats All Performances 75c and $1.00 (tax included)
DANCE MAY 25—“DOC” HARMON'S ORCHESTRA

SPECIAL

BARGAINS

C1-C2

MADELEINE CARROLL
BRIAN AHERNE
LOUIS HAYWARD
SELECTED SHORTS

Now you can enjoy the

work-saving

cool electric cookery.

Dance Recital and C. H. S. Follies

House mice have beAn Known to “lost cause."
spread a brain disease known as
lymphocytic choriomeningitis, also
one called desperation.
» b • a
Exjierts on mahogany give this
repijie for removing white blemishes
caused by Hot di Jies on table tops.
Apply a little wood alcohol, cover
in
with a cloth and then place a hot'
but not too hot iron on the cloth,
Cotton Dresses
then rub down with wax
• • a a
Slack Suits
At Baileyville, Just a few miles
from Winthrop, stands one of tlie
Play Suits
dozen Quaker churches in Maine
on a sit" where regular Quaker
Night Gowns, Pajamas
services have been held continu
ously for 147 years. Although not
Bargain Rack Dresses
the largest Quaker church In thc
State, the parish of the Winthrop
This Week
Center Friends Cliurch, numbers 65,
THURS., FRI., SAT.
and meets regularly with tlie pastor.
Rev. Arthur Jones, who lias served
there for 20 years. With four Quaker
churches within a radius of 15 miles,
Augusta can be considered tlie cen
ter of the Quaker region In Maine. 7 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND
—From Slate Chat in Lewiston

ALFREDA PERRY

Journal.

Happy Hope Farm

Every-Other-Day
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Carl Ward Writes

Frederick G. Payne Has Had Colorful Career

Rockland Boy Gives

The Preacher Says

Roving Reporter
(Continued from Page One)

By Kenneth H. Cassens

tion of the United States." That's
Interesting Views of His
quite an order, but when you think
Experience In the
One of the greatest psychological of thc thousands of deer and moose
Dialogue For Good
shot in that county and of the
Marine Corps
barriers to complete acceptance of
Measure
inecca it is for fishermen, perhaps
Marine Detachment. Rifle Range, 1 the way of Chrlst
that of unad‘
the originators of tliat sign weTe
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Cape May. N. J.. May 13 initted sin. Not unconfeased sin; not blowing I heir horns too loudly.
a foggy day for a change, but we
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:— ' unadmitted sin. We all continually
At the Harrington House— a
have had a week of sunshine, so
Prom the time I enlisted in the experience that very human diffl- model hotel for a small town—we
much not complain.
Marine Corps Jan. 11, 1940. at the culty of blind self Justification , hftd lynch and thpre chattpd dur.
A pair of woodpeckers are build
postoffice in Rockland, my short Tlie lies we tell are "white lies ': ,
()1<1 mea, wjth # young couple
ing in the old apple tree, but they
period in the service has been mest the deceit we practice is for the w,)0 belonged in Saint John. N. B.
seem to bo different than those I
interesting and indeed educational, good of the deceived: our veryjThe tftik malnly conccrned points
saw there first. These are black or
After leaving Rockland I was adulteries and murders we Justify | Qf lnlprPst WP
on several
dark gray, with a large splash of
sent to the Portsmouth Navy Yard on the grounds of "love” or of bet- trjps tQ U)e metropolis of that
wliie on their backs. They are
ln New Hampshire, wheTe I was fur- terment of the neighborhood.
Province.
medium size, not so small as the
ther examined by the doctors and
We need to realize that self-Justl- ! paffijng through Columbia Palls
downy, nor so large as the pigeon
accepted by the Marine Corps. The ficatlon cannot possibly stand be- my thoughts
went t0 two
woodpecker, which ls the size of a
next week proved to be an unusual fore God. Can 1 affiim before His ; frlpnds now gone—Judge Frank B.
pigeon.
one, in Uie course of that week I Holy Eyes, piercing to my heart Mjllpr wh0taught school there
In regard to foot scrapers and
passed through nine States, enroute lhat my indulgence of passion oi j and hlR wlfc wllo wa£ a natjve Of
boot-jacks, we have one of the for
to Uie training base at Parris Island, pleasure was right simply because I i lh#l
mer on our doorstep and on It is the
South Carolina. Accompanying me desired lt? Can I say. as He points | ,n
Town
letter K and the number 180. What |
on the trip weTe two brothers, also out the wreckage of a soul whom
We
made
Jonesport,
not because
fcr, I do not know.
from Roekland, Vincent and John I have sped upon Uie read to pun- it was Seth Parker's town, but in
Our bootjack was found several I
Alley, which made the trip seem lshment perhaps eternal, “yes. Lord, order that we might pay our res
feet down in the ground, by a ■
quite short. We were met at the but tf he had been as strong as he pects to a former Rockland man
man who lived in Roekland. and
train by a Corporal who directed should have been, my pleasure who is in the dry goods business
he gave it to Mr. 8. It is made of '
us to the base. We then had our would have been his profit, not his j there—Dick Buttner. Dick is now
iron, sturdily formed, but the boot- I
first real meal in the Marine Corps, loss, and expect my plea to stand? uot only a merchant, doing a snug
Jack of iny childhood memories
which was carefully prepared and
My Lord forgave liars; but He uttlf business, but a farmer of
was of wood, made by my father |
was most nourishing, after dinner never condoned their lying He I sorLs With an honest to goodness
to pull off his boots, though he pre- t
we were taken to the quarters which hade the woman taken in adultery mooly cow, several hundred chicklerred one of us children to pull
consisted of tents, due to the large to go. forglven-not as having not pns „ plg and a man's sized garden,
them off. I used to think it lots of ,
number of men enlisting at thc time sinned, but with the bidding to sin [ Thp
Dick was happy to
fun and if the boot came off sud
and the new buildings being erect- no more
The only persons He 1^
and lt waR mutual. Mrs.
denly and I sat down, well, that was '
ed which wculd replace the old could not forgive at all were those Buttner was on the semi-invatW
fun. too.
wooden ones that had stood so long, with eclf-Justlfied. unadmitted sin,
by virtue of what seemed to be
Here is another extract from the
Wt were then issued our necessary to whom He said, "woe unto you— I a sprained ankle. An x-ray was
old Harper's Monthly book It is I
uniforms that from then on start- ye entered not in yourselves, and about to be taken, with the pros
called "Biblical Reputation' and ls J
ed our career as Marines.
! them that were entering ln ye hln- p^, that jt might reveal a small
an old England slam at the youth
The first two weeks at the training dered"
broken bone,
of America.
base were spent learning the funda- j Yes. we must admit our sin and ' -pile Buttners arc much pleased
' As our correspondent was pass
mentals of military discipline, and (our sinfulness, before our Lord can ' wjth their present location which Is
ing a small hut by the wayside (this
the mannes and method of march- } open for us tlie Way of His justi- soenlcally a gem. with the salt
Aoo Sooc^AtAroV'Ak
was in Illinois) he noticed a shaggylng, hygiene, bayonet fightuig, ex- , ficatlon. Then, when wc come to water almost close enough to spray
Qt/Atirtc at/ohs - zVsyop Pauhe
headed boy of about eighteen years
/5 4 ret/yeo Accom tant
tended order drill and various Him with sin both acknowledged Dick's garden. The town, he told
of age, with large eyes ar.d no hat,
_
phases of hand to hand fighting. and confessed, we find a truly me, has a population of approxi
dressed in a worn out pair of his
W(> werks
sppnt on miraculous thing taking place.
Frederick G. Payne. Republican Ford, to go to Portsmouth. N H„ ■ lowest rate of interest, which, so far Mr. Coffin served in the State Legis- Thf
mately 1,800
father's trousers, trying to balance candidate for the gubernatorial and undertake the management of as can be determined, has ever been lature during the administrations of
rif]P range where we not only Where we have cherished sin. we
Phillips Lord <Seth Parker! who
mmself on the sphn.ered top of a nomination was born in Lewiston, the theatres in that city, which he granted to any Maine municipality Governor Oakley C. Curtis and Carl learned to shoot and use the rifle abhor it, for we see lt for the de helped make_ _
it famous, used to
hickory stump and apparently sur. yjP July
1900 Educated ln the did but still maintained his resi- hy other than local banks compet- j. Milliken, as Republican Repre- ( but also, how to use hand and rifle ,eeltful and loathsome thing it ls t s^nd his vacations there with some
ning lmse
More for the pur- WallacP school. Mam Street Gram- dence in Maine. He remained m ing for business, this rate being .156 spntatfve, from Preeport. Me.
I grenades,
machine
guns
and I Where we have wilfully fallen of the professional singers who bepose of breaking the monotony of gr
Orammar and Jordan High Portsmouth for a little over one or approximately 1-6 of one perMrs. Payne was chief clerk in the Browning Automatic Rifles to ad- | abort of HU righteousness we now !ong to hls radio group, and on
nding all day without speaking.
Qf that cRj. Wtprwards al.
and
in 1930 William cent per annum.
seek and desire it, seeing it as the the occasion of such visits would
State Department of Labor and In vantage
than tc sain information Mr. Lord tpndpd Ber.tley School of
Account- B Williamson of Augusta Theatres
He has worked consistently since
My training period completed, we beautiful and constructive force it | broadcast from a barn ln the sea
dustry during the regime of Ros
(the name or the equestrian trav- . lng and pjnancP inBoston. where companv requested him to come to 1933 for the rehabilitation of tndusls. By the power of Christ s sac- , port town
coe Eddy of Bar Harbor as Commis then awaited transfer to the vari
e.en remed his horse up to the sludlpd accounting and business Augusta to take over the active tries. not only in Augusta. Halloous posts throughout tlie Marine rifice for us. the lustful, pride- ]
sioner.
She
has
also
maintained
her
fence and asked: .
management.
management of the theatres tn this well and Gardiner, but also in all
Interest Light
Corps, where our military training filled old nature drops away, like
own office doing public stenography
“ 'My lad, can you tell me how
early
Spring;
and
the
full
tide
of
|
0,1
,hf
outskirts of Jonesport. U
parts
of
the
State,
speaking
before
was
to
be
furthered
by
a
more
com

During school activities partici- cjty, where one theatre was ln
and during the last seven terms of
lar it is to Sangamon Bottoms?'
Chamber of Commerce and board
plete instruction in the basic use the sullied, mud-splashed snows of an expansive sand beach, which, I
pated in football, baseball and hoc- process of construction.
the Maine Legislature she has
"'Bout six miles, I reckon.’
key and took some part in track
Early in 1933 he became actively I »f trade groups and service clubs, ““ved
of the fundamentals taught to us in His life fills us in a true New Birth I suppose is very popular with
as Assistant Reporter of the
“'Do you enjoy yourself out here
even as the tide of Spring sweeps bathers. The scenery, riding back
training.
events, in shot-putting and discus interested in conditions surrounding attempting to arouse an interest in Maine Senate
in the woods?’
All is net work in the Marine over a desolated land, making it j 10 Route 1. 1s very alluring,
throwing. Later played semi-pro- business and unemployment in Au- phis problem confronting local and
Mrs Payne spend the
’• ‘Yes, a heap.'
1 n°ticed that all of the village
fessional baseball and some semi- , gUsta and adjacent Kennebec Valley state government, namely re-em-1 summer months at their farm home Corps, recreational facilities are green and full of blossoms This
’•’What ails your pantaloons?'
were on daylight time,
professional hockey.
communities and actively co-operat- Ployment of
the unemployed at the head of Damariscotta Lake provided which offer a wide variety power cannot enteT or operate while
’’ 'Tore'd 'em!' was the laconic but
the
sterile
bonds
of
sin
are
upon
|
Nfar
Oouldsboro we saw a double
of
sports,
both
indoor
and
outdoor
As a youth, was a newsboy, de-' Pti in the rehabilitation of closed through rehabilitation of idle in in the Lincoln County village of
sufficient answer.
Competition is keen and there is us; it cannot be stayed or prevent ' house which had an odd appear
1 livering the Lewiston Journal on industries in that section. At this dustry
Jefferson, where Mr. Payne takes
“‘Finding tliat he had got hold of
a genius whorculd^ tTpum^.
^°ll€Re *treet r°Ute ne^ly 7°
lack °f employment was
‘
* every oP^tunity to ever present a feeling of comrade ed when we first admit our sin to ance. because one-half was nicely
ourselves, then confess it to Him painted while the other half had
Mr Lord turned hls horse s head to 17ne'7" 777 . 7*? .ginning ,0 sh0* very d‘sa8trous re‘ 777! 7
.77.
I er.joy his hobby of fishing. Their ship.
Shal] we cling to the barren win the appearance known as woodMy first transfer was to the Phil
route with horse and wagon. Later, I suits m the operation of Augusta Pushed by referring to the situation i
summer place includes about 30
depart, but he, in turn was hailed
adelphia Navy Yard, and while en- try drifts cf sin. because we once colored.
during summer vacations worked municipal affairs, with increasing in Augusta. On the state-wide
acres of field and wood lot. and
by the boy:
Washington County may be in
h
route there I stepped off at Q.un- thought them so pure and beauti
securing subscriptions to a summer relief costs, increased debt, pay cute work approximately 4.000 Maine
’’ What inought your name be?'
terested in the approaching Pri
of
in
to
20
Derrent
to
all
ettv
and
nlen
and
women
have
been
re-em'
'
,'
P
|
t>«>.
Virginia,
which
is
the
base
for
ful?
Or
shall
we
let
the
sunlight
newspaper at Old Orchard Beach, ot 10 to jo percent to an city ano
tendons at farming, they do have a th_
" ’Lord,' was the reply.
mary election, but 1 saw only one
_______ | the 1st and 2nd Battalions, 5th Ma- of His love nnd presence and Being
Maine, and worked on the circula school employees and a substantial PU»ed because of the activity ol ______ ______
"The boy laughed all over, even tion of this paper. Also worked In reduction in the appropriations for -civic groups who have become to-U wWch
supprvlsed prlnclpaliy ? rtn“’ and the'loth and 15lh Ma enter our finite souls, until they political poster on the whole trip,
to the wrinkles of hls father's old
Traffic through Orland must
rines which U an antiaircraft unit, swell with His own Infinity? The
one of the grocery stores and helped ! pducatiOn and the maintenance of terested in this problem, and in each j
Mrs paync
trousers.
have
been heavy or the station at
choice
is
ours,
not
His
—
the
promises
the
base
itself
is
38
miles
south
of
communities
with deliveries which also was by j highways, with an increased taxcase
...........these
..............
——•••-- have
- se
“ 'You seem pleased.’ said Mr.
member of Willow Grange of Jef Washington, D. C„ and 80 miles and work are His, not ours.
which we stopped could not have
cured
sound
and
stable
industries
J
j horse and team.
i burden apparent.
ferson ar.d during the Spring to north of Richmond. Virginia, off the
Lord, ‘perhaps you never heard the
been forehanded, for the proprietor
Later became interested in thea
The success that was attained in that have been assets and are re- ■ Fall months that they are there,
name before?'
was able to sell us only 70 cents
U.
8.
No.
1
Highway.
Quartered
here
to
shoot
with
the
rifle
the
regular
tre activities and worked in various the start towards rehabilitation of lieving the problems of local gov
“‘Yes, I have too,’ said the boy,
Mr and Mrs Payne attend and en aTe 8000 Marines and it is a city course once each year for four years. worth of gas.
positions, learning the business of closed industries brought about re ernment by making it possible for i
‘I've heard Pop read about you'."
joy the various public and social in itself. Arriving in Philadelphia, The beach is one and one-half miles
The trip wound up at the Com
theatre operation and management quests 'oi him to become a cand - their people to be employed and (
We must say for ourselves, how
meetings of the Grange. Two I was assigned to the unit engaged from the base here but the ocean ls munity Sweet Shop where so many
care
for
their
own
needs
by
their
j
from the ground up.
da'e for Mayor of Augusta w’licn
ever, that ignorance so profound,
young nephews pass their summer in guarding the Navy yard ana per only a short walk inside the base others have ln recent years. At
own earnings.
an intellect of an American boy , After returning to Lewiston from he did in September. 1934. and was
school vacations at the Jefferson formed in such a capacity until the but due to the dangerous riptides Rorky Pond a bold bather was
He was engaged by tlie Central ‘
so benighted. Is far from a laugh- Ben,ley 5011001 of Accounting and elected over the Democratic op
summer place, and Mr. and Mrs. 1st of April when I Joined the Rifle »nd rocks, swimming inside the base about lo make a plunge into the
ing matter.
|F'lnanf<’- taught Accounting for | ponent. the late Elmer E. Newbert, Maine Power Company as an in- ;
iey waters. As I have often re
Payne at every opportunity Join Range Detail at the present time is prohibited.
May 1 add that this might have
months al Bliss Business Col- j a former mayor of the city, by a dustrial consultant ln October. 1936
marked, there's no accounting for
with these active youngsters in here in Cape May, New Jersey.
Tlie
weather
here
has
been
most
and continued until April. 1939.
been true of the middle of the last lege ln t*wiston' having there to plurality of about 1.000 votes.
their varied outdoor interests.
Cape May is 94 miles from Phila pleasant with everyone acquiring a tastes.
century, but lf Mr. Lord, our Eng- iac<?ept 8 P°sition as Accountant in | During his first two years as shortly before he announced his
The day's journey added 266 miles
Amongst Mayor Payne’s civic in delphia and is six miles at sea We healthy tan and a keen appetite
llsh friend, should ride through the >the main offlrp of the Malne & New ’ Mayor, because of the Increased em candidacy for the Republican nom terests and connections are the folto rovings which long ago passed
are
quartered
with
the
U.
S.
Coast
from
the
hot
sun
and
cool
breezc.>
rural districts of America today, he i HamPshire Theatres Company in ployment brought about by the ination for Governor. He has how j lowing: Active as First Chairman Ouard who maintain a base here al!
?oming in from the ocean. Deep Sea the 21.000-mile mark.
would find no such ignorance
IThrough promotion, was rehabilitation of industry, the ever continued the same active in of Abnaki District, Boy Scouts of year around. Cape May ranks with
.
(Tne End1
fishing is easily accessible and fish
In closing I'm giving to you aU a flnaUy placed in charge of aU dis" relief burden was found to be terest in this field of industrial de America; Awarded Silver Beaver the better summer resorts along
ing
from
the
breakwater
seems
to
lovely poem, sent by a friend who bursements for the entlre circult dropping gradually, and through velopment. on his oan time and decoration for Distinguished Serv- the middle Atlantic Coast and hat
be the popular pastime at present.
own finances, insofar as ice to Boyhood; Director of First Ihe distinction of being remarkably
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